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4111e...
JAZZ MUSICIANS — Rob-M Scfitoner (left), a director of the jazz studies program at Murray State University, is shown
with some of the students who gave outstanding performances at the Elmhurst College, Jazz Festival in Elmhurst, over
the weekend. Shown from left are Susie Miget, Perryville, Mo.; Pat McCormick, Vienna, III.; Tom Vines, Desloge, Mo.; Jim
Long, Desloge,' Mo.; Dan Golando, Jamestown, N. Y: and Don Anderson, Murray. Ms. Miget and McCormick won out-
stan • mg in • ua awar s.
One Section — 12 Pages
Carroll, Senators Ask
Carter For Federal Aid
FRANKFORT, Ky . API — Caw.
Julian 'A.:Kroll and Kentucky's two U.S.
senators have sent telegrams to the
White House asking President Carter ,'
not to follow the recommendation of the
• .
In its request for a federal disaster
declaration and ai4 ..on Fee: 11, Ken-
tucky officials cited an estimated $428
million in costs and damages resulting
from harsh winter weather.
That include-d-more than $108 million
in agricu ura osses an
$296 million in commercial and in-
dustrial losSes.
The governor said he was told in
Washington thisf week that_thgee_yos.
simply not enough money for every
state requesting aid.
He said he had always suspected that.
Kentucky might have a' more difficult
time than some other states in
qualifying for federal funds, since the
magnitude of problems . in Ohio,
Florida, New York and Pennsylvania
were much greater..
"That does not lessen to any degrei
the extent of the severity of the damage
we had in the state," the governor said.
He noted that one factor in determing
which states would reeei0e federal aid
is th 's ability to respond to a-
Administration, which rejected Ken-
tucki'$ request-Mr aid in recovering
from a severe Winter,
-Carroll released copies of telegrams
-Wendell -Food--and----
Walter Huddleston at a news con-
f erent.e Friday. They urged the
President to overrule the agency's
decision, saying the losses Kentuckians
have suffered this winter "constitute a
disaster in the most tragic sense of the
*Ord " •
• l'arroll also released a copy of his
own telegram to top Carter aide
Stewart Eisenstadt, in which he said he
felt the federal agency's evaluation of
the Kentucky situatiap was "neither
thorliugh nor objective."
He said he thought the recom-
mendation was based on an
'inadequate sampling of the conditions
rept aied.
Msas er.
- "We we e better prepared,' he said,
then an appeal would probably be
useless. •
The governor said he had no in-
dication of whether President Carter
would follow the recommendation of
the federal disaster agency, but he said
was" that the agency mide no mention





Alex McLeod, Director of Tran-
sportation, has announced that there
will be a change in the schedule of the
route bus in Murray beginning Monday,
March 7.
At 8:56 am., the bus will begin the
regular route it Fourth and Main going
south and will continue until 3:15 p.m.
at the Westview Nursing Home.
This change will enable the tran-
Jazz Music Recognized
With High Ratings Recently
Jazz music at Murray State
University got more recognition
recently with high ratings in the 10th
annual Elmhurst College Jazi Festival
in Elmhurst, Ill.
Both the jazz band and the jazz
combo were rated outstanding by two
judges and excellent by the third, while
vocalist Susie Miget of Perryville, Mo.,
earned outstanding ratings from 'afl
three judges:
Ms. Miget and her back-up combo
were invited to participate in the
Sunday evening All-Star Concert. She
received an Elmhurst Jazz Award and
a National Association Of Jazz
Educators Award for Outstanding
Performances for both vocals and
electric bass.
Another student who received in-
dividual performance awards was Pat
McCormick of Vienna, Ill. He was
presented an Elmhurst Jazz Award and
a National Association of Jazz
Educators Award for Outstanding
Performance for both acoustic piano
and electric piano.
Sanctioned by the American
Federation of Colleges and Universities
and the National Association of Jazz
Educators, the Eltnhurst festival is one
of five regional festivals in the United
States. A total of 60 universities applied
by pre-auditioned tape for the festival,
withpnly 21 selected to participate.
Murray State was among a select
group of universities permitted to enter
in more than one category. _Per-
formances were given by -21 bands, 11
combos, and 4 vocalists.
Judges were Jamey Aebersold,
saxophonist and jazz improvisationist
who is currently teaching at Indiana
University Southeast and Bellarmine
College;. I ..144' Rellsnn, a-drtunmer on
the NBC Tonight Show who has also
played with Benny Goodman, Harry
'James, Tommy Dorsey, and Count
Basie; and Dan Morganstern, who is
associated with the New York Jazz
inside today
Museum.
Directors of the jazz band, combo,
and the vocal—group are Raymond
Conklin and Robert Scribner. The Jazz
Studies Program was made a part of
the curriculum at Murray State four
years ago.
Since that time, jazz ensembles have
performed with several prominent
artists-clinicians, including Clark
Terry, Phil Wilson, Aebersold, James
Williams, Art Farmer, Urbie Green,
Rufus Reid, Judy Roberts, Buddy Rich,
Candy Johnson, Don Sheffield, Mike
Hyman. and Rich Matteson,Liniversity
jazz ensembles have given numerous
concerts on the campus and in various
area high schools.
The jazz band won a second place
trophy in the large university divisior
of the recent Memphis Jazz Festival.
Administration Reveals
Personal Service Contracts
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — The
Carroll administration has revealed
that a large amount of personal service
contracts are in force — more than $80
million or the equivalent of money.
raised yearly by one cent on the state's
sales tax.
At the same time, Gov. Julian Carroll
and his aides have stressed that the
figures date back to encumbrances 12
years ago and is not an accurate
reflection of current procedure.
The new data came out during a
Carroll news conference Friday in
which the governor unveiled a plan to
control the issuance of the contracts.
They are awarded without bidding for
professional help which the state
theoretically cannot get otherwise or
would  spend too much for in hiring
people.
Critics have complained many
contracts are 'issued to political
favorites for work of dubious necessity.
Carroll said he is "taking the
mystery" Out of the contracts.
He said
"I have this morning signed an
executive order placing—with - the-
Kentucky Property and Buildings
Commission the authority and
responsibility for approving or
disapproving personal service con-
The word in Kentucky government finance circles this
year is zero based budgeting. That story is on Page Nine
of today's Murray Ledger and Times.
The Murray State University Racers dropped their
opening round game in the OVC Tournament last night to
Austin Peay at Clarksville. Editor Gene McCutcheon was
there and has the story, in the expanded sports seciion of
today's issue.
District Tournament action continued last night in both
girls and boys action here. Sports Editor Mike Brandon
has the story and photos in the sports section.
sunny and mild
Sunny and mild today with
highs near 60 degrees. Becoming.
pertly cloudy tonight with lows in
the mid 30s. Cloudy with a slight
chance of cam n Sunday. Highs in
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traces prdapsed by the agencies of state
government.
"By. law this commission consist, of
the governor, the lieutenant governor.
the attorney general, the commissioner
of. revenue and the secretary for
finance and administration."
• Now the contracts will "on top of the
table," the governor said, and -there
won't be any second guessing by those
who want to demagogue the issue."
Carroll claimed he has been in-
vestigating the contracts since last
December "after a statement tr a
senator from Lexington r Mittiael
Moloney, a Democrat) who made s..Yrie
rather ridiculous charges."
Moloney charged the administration
was handing out contracts for pol;tical
motives and that the total' number had
increased sharply.
Not on the property and buildings
commission is state Auditor GeOrt:e
Atkins, who has been retriewina:. the
contracts with an eye toward ef-
ficiency, and possible political its
trusion.
•
Carroll indicated that he did not
dpliheratplyjnatre_aff. Atkins, who ha,
gubernatorial aspirations and is not a
friend of the regime.
Thg governor said the Comnassion
probably wou.d have to meet weekly t,.
check the Service contracts.
"I have suggested to (IA Go',
Thelma) Stovall that her staff will have
increased work (because of the new
system)," Carroll said.
, The governor said he believes there
are probably only a handful of. ion-
tracts that any questions can tie raised
about.
"I'm breaking up the polit.;, ians'
playhouse he said. "It's the only
answeo I know of."
Hubbard To Be
In Murray Area
WASHINGTON, D. C. —U S
Congressman Carroll sflubbard ii, ill
.bring the government to the people
of the Murray area when he visits with
constituents in the office of Calloway
County 4 Property Valuation
Administrator Charles Hale in the
courthouse on Saturday, March. 12,
from 1: 30 to 4:30 p. m:
Congressman Hubbard invites
constituents in the Murray area to stop
by the Property V a I uati an
Administrators office to discuss with
him their interests and problems.
e floe., • • • • •
aenes said damage to roads or putalii:
property did not appear too bad, when
in fact the roads will not show the full
extent of their damage until the ground
thaws.
He also said the agency's Atlanta
.4fice. which -prepared the recom-
mendation, failed even to mention
Keritucky's substantial agricultural
tosses.
The agency said in most cases it
Appeared that local and state gover-
nments confta,deqoately respond-tathe-
,taniage, applying for assistance If
:seeded through normal federal '
.hannels. •
degree our planning and preparation
now operate to our disadvantage.
Comparing the disaster to a house on
fire_ , Carroll said authorities could not
just-stand by and see it go up in flames.
"We took a hose and we used it," he
said.
Asked whether the state plans to
-appeal .the recommendation, and how
he would proceed, Carroll replied he
didn't know much about the appeals
'pro('ess, but had sent his 'rebuttal in-
- formation dir.ectly,ta the White House
because it the President decided to
follow the agency recommendation,
_ _ • ._ . _
•
"on call" capacity for those needing
transportation to and from work,
McLeod said.
There are also two minor route
changes. The route will run on North
First street rather than on North
Cherry Street. In addition, the route
will run on South Ninth Street after
leaving Nash instead of llth Street to
Chestnut.
To rectiee early morning tran-
sportation, or any other information,
the office 4.753-9725 must be called the
day before between 830 a.m.' and 4:))
p.m.
'Ask President Carter'
Talk Show Set For Today
WASHINGTON I AP Got a gripe
with the government? Feel taxes are,
too high or Social Security benefits are
too low? Maybe you're worried about
the nuclear arms race, or upset about
Amy's reading at state dinner tables.
Well, now's your chance 1.u_tell
President Carter about it.
He's taking calls today from people
across the nation on a two-hour radio
talk show called, "Ask President
Carter."
Technicians went to work in the Oval.
Office after the President finished his
business Friday to prepare for the first
presidential call-in. Speaker phones
and microphones were set up for Carter
and moderator Walter Cronkite of CBS
News to use during the unprecedented
show from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., EST.
Anyone in the United States Who
wants to ask Carter a questinn can dial
a special toll free number: 900-242-1611
Althriaglighe show was norbeginning
until 2 p.m., callers can start dialing at
. 1 p.m„ EST. -
The show will be carried by the 265
CBS radio network stations, some non-
affiliates and public broadcasting The
Voice of Anierica will beam it overseas
The average citizen's chances of
getting through to Carter-were- slim'
CBS estimated Carter would be able to
field 50 to 100 questions during the two'
.hours. A White House aide said as few
as 30 callers Might get On the air.
A Computer was choosing which calls
would 7 get through from a br,
geographical area. The telephroo
were to be answered -not byl. Carter or
Cronkite, but by CBS operators at 20
,phones in a control room in the
Executive Office Building next to the
iite House.
Those who .get 'through were to he
asked to give their names, addresses
and telephone number•ST-then hang up
The operators planned tr; verify tho
information and compile lists of
questioners to call back.
No one will screen. the questions. hut
there was to be a 6.5-second delay
between the time Carter or a caller
Spoke and actual transmission of v, aces
over the air. This was to permit a clAS
executive in the control room to r•r.nor
any offensive language.
In addition, Carter plans a numbel 41f
tours areiinlithe.country to hold •town
.meetings" and other sessions with local
residents.
The first will take him to West
Virginia, Massathusetts and New York.
in mid-March.
In other adininistralinn develop-
menisFriday: '• • f
--Clark- Clifford, ,..tfte President's
speeiai smarm' tn C‘crw•ccc told Carter a
5.
,settlement of the dispute there is
possible this year.
White Hotise Press Secretary Jody
Powell said Carter will make available
as much secret information as possible
to federal prosecutors requesting it for
pending cases
Pcwell spoke in response to questions
'about a Chicago Sun-Times story
saying White House counsel Robert
Lipshutz had confirmed that a grand
jury is investigating whether former
CIA Director Richard M. Helms lied in
testimony to two Senate committees.
Bailey. Named Winner
In 4-H Awards Program
Bill son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Bailey, Rt. 8, Box 24, Uttesback Road,
Murray, has been selected as one of
eight runners-up in the 1976 4-H Award
of Excellence. Program sponsored by
The Courier-Journal and The Louisville
'Times.
The Award of Excellence Program
honors the most outstanding 4-H boys
and girls in Kentucky- in the areas of
academic, social, individual, moral and
physical developments. Each par-
ticipant is required to fill out the "1976
4-H Information and Self-Analysis
Form." This must-be judged at county
Bank Of Murray
Stockholders
Meet This Morning 4
The annual meeting of the
stockholders of the .Bank of: Murray
took place at the University Branch of
fhe Bank at 10 am, this morning. The
purpose of the meeting was to elect
directors and transact any other
businetis that properly came before the
sos.kholders.
A copy of the annual report of the
hank was presented to each stockholder
and reviewed by Joe Dick, president of
the Bank. It isias pointed out that the
major expansion program cif the Bank's
Main Office, Downtown_aras completed
during the year, 1976. and that the new
South Manor. Branch on South 12th
Street will open in the next few days.
The. Downtown Branch has been sold
to the City of Murray as it was no longer
needed with the addition of three new
Drite-In Windows at the Main Office, a
spokesman said. "It is felt that these
improved facilities and locations will
More conveniently and efficiently serve
the banking needs of this area," the
okesmart added.
The Hank of Murray statement of
condition for 1976 reflects the largest
annual growth in the history of the
institution, the spokesman added. -
'4
and area extension levels before being
sent in for state competition,.
Personalized plagues will be
presented to the .boy and girl judged
most outstanding in each county and •
area in Kentucky. The ten 4-H boys and
girls judged most outstanding in the
state are guests of honor at the 39th
Annual Farm Awards Luncheon at the
Galt llause-inetzoisville-todzir--At-this - -
luncheon, the boy and girl ranking
highest in overall excellence in Ken- _
lucky will receive a $500 U.S. Savings
Bond. This year's winners are Carol
Lynn Beck of Lexington and Phillip
Michael Ditchep of Lancaster. .
The eight runners-up in the Award of
Fxcelteiice- Progi alit -vritt each-receive -
a $100 U. S. Savings Bond. In addition to
. Bill Bailey
Bailey, these special , !.1erit Award
Winners are Mary Lou Arnett, - ,
Jessamine County; Virginia Louise '
• Haunz, Oldham County; Brenda Holt,
Hopkins County; Brenda
Campbell Coonty; Thomas Randall
• Powell, Todd County; David • Akins.
Riddle, Pike County; and David Henry
Miles, Shelby County.
. • 'II • • •••• s
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Your Individual
Horoscope
  Frances Drake
FOR SL:NDAY, MARCH 6, 1977
-What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Admonitions for this day: Do
not complicate situations which
are involved enough already,
and DO be careful not to an-
tagonize others.
TAURUS 
tiot1-7Apr. 21 to May 21)
Mixed influences. Keep on
your toee.
need for 'adaptability and ef-
ficiency A' also a sense of
humor.
GEMINI
'May 22 to June 211
A better day than you may
think at. first, but it will need
— your hela in order to bring auL
its hidden opportunities. Just
one admonition: Be discreet.
CANCER'
June 22 to July 23) 00
ythopfl jc•Air., 01, ix tobe
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22
Don't leave things to chance.
Here is a time for reviewing
with an eye toward tightening




>(Nov.  23 to Dec. 21)
A day in which you can really
allow your imagination free
rein. New ideas, generated by
fine Jupiter influences, can be




( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vi
Don't let unexpected
situations dismay you. Prevent
them from crossing you up by
being your usual philosophical
self and stressing good
management, showed pictures and many
AULABIUS  interesting things including_
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 jewelry and articles from the
Entrust -your affairs only to country. Her talk included
the trustvi-orthy if you MUST Sudan, Kenya, and Tanzania,
put them in other hands but,
where ssible handle what giving a bro&-d view .o
f
-aev—cited to many duiies and y —Canjioliiielr apetooni: Shuth Afrrca,
which has 462,000 square miles
withi‘poptilation of 23 million
of different nationalities and
colors.
The 11 art IIN
L'edger 1,- I lows
Murray Woman Discusses Tra vets
In Africa At Magazine Meeting
little play or vice versa, your
attitude must be hopeful and
consistent if you would succeed.
Romance favored.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug, 23) • .12
An energetic ally may come
to your support, personally or
financially. Push all worthwhile
aims. Especially favored:
outdoor pursuits, cultural in- YOU BORN TODAY are
terest. endowed with great versatility,
VIRGO str wp‘ii.ambition and determination.
( Aug. 24 to pt. Di You rarely let opportunity slip
If faced with a "sticky" through your fingers and accept
problem, face up to it squarely, challenges with zest. You have
analyze carefully and you will a great liking for music, all the
readily reach a solution. A day graphic arts, and could be
when your keen judgment will highly successful in the en-
pay off tertainment field; would also
LIBRA(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Avoid a tendency toward
pessimism. Why assume that
things will not work out' Couple
your lively imagination with
your innate practicality and you




(Feb. 20 to Mar_ 20) 'NZ..
Restrain yourself, no Matter
how strong the urge to take
direct action becomes. This is a
day for planning -- not for in-
volvement in complex
situations
make an outstanding writer,
poet. Intact, you are capable of
achieving anything to which you
set your mind. Birthdate of:
Michelangelo, famed Italian
painter, sculptor; Elizabeth
Barrett Browning, Eng. poet;




 Frances Drake 
FOR MONDAY, MARCH 7, 1977
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 TA
Look deeply into all
situations. Surface appearances
could be misleading. One more
admonition: Do not make
commitments which you may
find difficult to fulfill.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some complexities indicated
in areas where you expected
clarity. Study matters further,
take all steps to avoid needless
errors.
GEMINI
May 72 to June 2h
Carry on with matters
already "in the works" and
don't delay your progress by
going off on tangents. You may
have a tendency toward
restlessness now., but try to curb
it.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) eD(C)
You may have some "extras"
to handle, but adapting yourself
to circumstances could enable
you to profit in a most heart-
warming way.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) /244-2
Both- - superior-s- and- -co-
workers may seem un-
cooperative now, but swallow
your &nation. A show of good
will dE YOUR. part will ease
tensions.
VIAGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)-
, You could run into some
'opposition, but don't coun-
terattack. Remain calm, talk
things over quietly, reasonably
and fairly, and you can put over
many a good point.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Arl
Don't be coerced into
anything that seems at all
inappropriate, but do listen to
all sides of a reasonable




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) In'etC.
Avoid any urge to take foolish
chances, but, do not be so
hesitant about the "different"
that you lose a golden op-
portunity. Foresight needed..
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )ertkV
Much competition in store.
You should revel in most of the
challenges offered. A fine day
for capitalizing on your
organizational abilities.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 vA4
Curb an impulse to undertake
enterprises you would not or-
dinarily consider. Stellar in-
fluences suggest that you stick
to routine, avoid recklessness of
any sort.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) "'"
Stellar aspects stimulate your
ingenuity, adaptability and
capacity for extra work and
production on short notice. All
will be rewarded.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
A friendly day on the whole,
but you will have to watch for
little missteps, hidden pitfalls.
Your intuition and good
judgment will be a big help.
Mrs. William S. Major
presented a special program
on her travels in Africa at the
luncheon meeting of the
Magazine Club held Thursday,
February 24, at one p. m. at
the Murray Woman's Club
house.
The speaker and her
husband made a three weeks
trip to Africa in October 1974
which included a safari. She
Mrs. Major, the former
Marjorie McElrath, and her
husband moved here about a
year ago from Pittsburgh, Pa.
She is now head of the Far
Lands Travel Agency here.
She was introduced by Mrs.
John Winter, program
chairman.
Mrs. Martha Carter was the
devotional speaker and based
her comments on Lent as this
was the beginning of the
season. She read scriptures
pertaininghe bega—ung
HOSPITAL PATIENT
- Birdie Anderson of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
Mrs. William S. Major holds a map of Africa and one of
the curios used as a part of. her talk about her travels on
that continent in 1974 at the luncheon held by the
Murray Magazine Club. She is also wearing a special top
from Africa and some of the jewelrynade there.
Staff photo by Jo Borkeen
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely scholarly _
a student of nature and purely
intellectual in all your ap-
proaches to life and its various
situations You are highly in-
Waive, also, but sometimes
make the mistake of trying to
"analyze" your intuitive
"messages." This renders them
worthless. You are suited to a
position of trust since your
integrity is outstanding. You
also like travel and unusual
tasks. You rebel at routine.
Music and the entertainment
world would make excellent
outlets for your talents and you
could also shine in the fields of
horticulture and landscape
gardening. Birthdate of: Anna






By Abigail Van Buren
15'7 b Ca+icago Thbariar N V News ST^d
DEAR ABBY: About ten years ago you gave the, editor
of our church bulletin permission to reprint two of your
columns. One was your "Ten Commandments For Wives,"
and the othe-r was your "Ten Commandments For
Ilushands."
Will you please run them again?
MRS_ N.D.G.
DE:AR MRS. G.: With pleasure.
TEN COMMANDMENTS FOR WIVES
1. Defile not thy body neither with excessive foods.
tobacco nor alcohol, that thy days may be long in the house
which thy husband provideth for thee.
2. Putteth thy husband before thy mother, thy father.
thy daughter and thy son, for he is thy lifelong companion.
3. Thou shalt not nag.
4. Permit no one to tell thee that thou are having a hard
time of it: neither thy mother, thy sister nor thy neighbor,
for the Judge -will not hold her guiltleffs who letteth-
another disparage ner husband.
5. Thou shalt not withhold affection from thy husband,
for every man loveth to be loved.
6. Forget not the virtue of cleanliness and modest attire.
7. Forgive with grace, for who among us do not need
forgiveness?
8. Remember that the frank approval of thy husband is
worth more to thee than the admiring glances of a hundred
strangers.
9. Keep thy home in good order, for out of it cometh the
joys of thy old age.
10. Honor thy Lord thy God cal the days of thy life, and
thy children will rise up and call thee blessed.
Next Sunday I'll print the -Ten Commandments For
Husbands."
DEAR ABBY: We've always taught our children to
address adults as "Mt." and "Mrs." Rut we have.some
neighbors who are older than we are, and they keep asking
our children to call them "Rita" and "Frank . -
Training children is hard enough nowadays with,og
neighbors like these to complicate matters. We've alway,;
been on friendly terms with them and don't want any
trouble now. So how do we handle it?
ANNOYED PARENTS
DEAR PARENTS: Tell your neighbors I privately, of
course I that you have instructed your children to address
acluIts as "Mr." and "Mrs.," and when adults ask to be
addr1esped by their first names, they confuse the children
and Wcourage them to disregard their parents' wishes.
If you tell them in a nice way they will probably
cooperate. And if they don't, it won't -hurt your children to
learn that not everyone conforms to a social code,.ad Rita
arier-Frank are two such nonconformists.
Hate to write letters? Send41 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr , Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
long, self-addressed, stamped (244) envticipe
Lent, and divided her talk into
parts which were the journey
of love, deeds of love, hearts of
love, mind of love, victory of
love, and happiness of
knowing God's love.
The slate of officers for the
year was presented by Mrs. J.
I. Hosick•and were elected as
follows: Mrs. John Livesay,
president; Mrs. Raymond
Dixon, vice-president; Mrs. 0.
C. Wells, secretary; Mrs.
Harry, Sparks, treasurer:
-The-Y will all be serving for
their second year.
The president, Mrs.
Livesay, presided and .ex-
pressed appreciation to Mrs.
Dixon and Mrs. Carter for
planning the annual luncheon.
Nineteen members were
present. Ten guests were Mrs.
Opal Fulton, Miss Hazel
Tarry, Mrs. Stanford Andrus,
Mrs. Madge Diuguid, Mrs. J.
B. Burkeen, Mrs. Dorothy
Rowlett, Mrs. Martha W.
White, Mrs. Doris Nance, Miss
Roberta Whitnah, and Mrs. J.
E. Littleton.
11rs. It usher Is
Hostess. Meet
Mrs. Viokie Washer opened
her home for the February
meeting of the Blankenship
Circle of the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Church.
A short devotion was given
by Mrs. Washer.
New date books were
completed by each member. It
was announced that the
church plates are now
available and persons may
call Marylin Erwin at 492-8237
if they desire a plate.
Refreshments were served
by Mrs. Washer to eight
members and one visitor.
Homemakers Club
Hears Lesson
R.N. Mrs. if (ilker
Mrs. Johnny Walker
presented the lesson on
"Planting Ornamental Trees
and Shrubs" at the meeting of
• the Penny Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, February 22,
at the Calloway County
Extension Office.
Another lesson on "How to
Use Attachments to the New
Sewing Machines" was
presented to the members at
the sewing center after the
meeting.
The president, Mrs. Ernest
Madrey, presided and 'Mrs.
Walker gave the devotiion, led
in prayer, and called the.roll.
Refreshments of cake and
coffee were served by Mrs.
Walker to Mrs. Madrey, Mrs.
Helen Cole, and Mrs. Brent
Butterworth, members, and
Mrs. Perry Cavitt, county
homemakers club president, a
guest.
The next meeting will be









Start your figure slimming
without cutting out those 3
meals • day. You can eat suffi-
ciently while you lose pounds
of unwanted fat as you follow
the X•I I Reducing Diet Plan.
No starvation dieting. Take •
premeal X-I I Tablet before
meals. Down goes your caloric
intake, down goes your weight
with the X-I I Plan.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Vet, money refunded 5, man J... r











Rodeo will continue at 7:30 p.
m. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Two farces by Tom Stop-
pard will be performed at the
Murray State University
Theatre at eight p. m.
Temple Hill 'Lodge No. 276
F. & A. M. will meet at the
lodge hall.
Shopping for Seniohitizens
will be held at 9:30 a. m. and
one p. m. Note change to
Saturday.
Ruling Star Lodge No. 51 F.
& A Al will _moat at coven_
p.m. at the lodge tall.
Saturday, March 5
Willing Workers Club of
Hazel will have a chicken and
hamburger dinner- and also a
bake sale at the Hazel Com-
munity Center from eleven a.
m. to 6:30 p. m.
Older members of the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, seventy years or older,
will be honored at a dinner at
the North Elementary School
cafeteria by the Teenagers of
the church. For transportation
call the church office.
Mission study on "Four
Winds Blowing" will.be taught
by Brenda Estes for grades
Sundayadarch
Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Farris
will be honored on their 50th
wedding anniversary with an
open house at the home of
their son and daughter-in-taw,
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Farris,
Merrywood Drive, Benton,
from two to four p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Mission Study will
continue at seven p. m.
Wonders Quartet of
Dresden, Tn., will sing at the
Blood River Baptist Church,
from two to four p.m.
MondaY, March 7
Friendship Homemakers
Club will meet at., nine a.m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Lottie Moon at home
of Frances Brown at 7:30 p.m.
and Kathleen Jones at church
parlor at 7:15 p.m.
Chapter M of P. E. 0. will
meet with Mrs. Morgan Sisk
at 7:30 p.m. with program by
Mrs. William Major.
Elm Grove Cemetery
Association will meet at seven
p.m. at Elm Grove Church.
North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church Women will meet at
the home of Mrs. W. Edd
Glover at seven p.m.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
1:30 p.m. at church with Mrs.
Louise Short as prcitiram
leader.
First Baptist Church
Women will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at Fellowship Hall.
Welcome Wagon
Newcomers Club, Day Crafts
session, will meet at 9:30 a.m.
at the home of Ann McKeel,
1500 Henry.
Robert Nolte will speak at
Maranatha Christian Center
,at 7:30 p.m.
Meals for Senior Citizens
will be served at noon at North
Secipnd Center with arts,
crafts, or otheractivities to be
at one p.m. Call 753-8938 for
luncheon reservations.
Tuesday, March
North PTC will meet at
seven p. m. at the school with
Dr. Jack Rose as speaker.
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet at
1:30 p. m. at the church.,
Recipe Group of Welcome
Wagon Newcomers Club will
meet at the home of Jane
Denbow, 1610 Poplar, at
twelve noon.
one through six at the First
Baptist Church Fellowship
Hall from two to five p. rn.
Square and round dancing
will be held at the Woodmen of
the World Hall at 7:30 p. rm.
Sunday, March 6
Spring Intercollegiate
Rodeo will close at two p.
at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Tom Bowling of Henderson
will presenta junior trombone
recital at two p. m., followed
by a joint recital by Susan
Carp, Martin, Tn., cello, and
Jeff D. Smith, Shelbyville, Ill.,
tuba, at 3:30 p. m., all in the
Recital Hall of the Fine Arts
Annex, MSU.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will meet at
7:30 p.m.
Executive Board, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
11:30 a.m. at club house.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets,
Bethany Sunday School
Class, First Baptist Church,
will meet at six p.m. at church
fellowship hall.
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Women will meet at 1:30 p.m.
at church with Dr. James Chiu
as speaker.
First United Methodist
urcn Women Circles will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
with Mrs. A. C. LaFollette,
Bessie Tucker with Mrs. Max
Brandon, and Maryleona
Frost with Mrs. A. M.
Thomas, all at 9:30 a. m., and
Faith Doran at 2:30 p. m. in
the senior youth room of the
church.
Countryside Homemakers
Club will meet with Debbie
Shapla.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs. Leon
Adams at seven p. m.
Coldwater Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.





Be sure to stop by & See our kitchen display
Featuring the Following Lines of
plionces "
*Sub Zero Built In Refrigerators 8 Freezers
*Kitchen Aid DW s Compactors Disposers'
Mixers
•Thermodor Built in Ovens Cook
Micro Wave Oven
'Corning Smooth Top Ranges
•Ronson Built In Mixers
'Scotsman Icemokers
•Elkoy S S Sinks .
•Deccror Convertible Cook Top 8 Grill
•Tradewind Hoods 8 Ventilators
Openers Toasters
•Garnble Chopping Blocks
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10 Years Ago Today
Dan R. Pugh of Murray was
promoted to captain while serving with
the Fifth Light Equipment Main-
tenance Company at Fort Hood, Texas,
and is now serving in Vietnam. -
James Gantt, Kim Smith, and
Christine Kodman of the Murray
University School won first place
honors at the Speech —Meet held at
Madisonville.
Deaths reported include D. J. (Doe
Miller, age 75, Lockford Ross, age 60,
.20 Years
The home of Mrs. Annie Lata Garner
at Hazel was destroyed by fire
_Yeaterday 
Deaths reported include Alvin'Oliver,
age 67. _
0. B. Boone, Sr., owner of Boone's
Cleaners, is attending the National
. institute otma_Clearerrheing held at
Atlantic City, N. J.
The Rev. Orval Austin, minister of
the College Presbyterian Church,
Murray, spoke on "Women of the
Bible" at the meeting of the Murray
Magazine Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mr. and Mrs. James Suiter and son,
Craig, have returned to their home in
Mrs. Ella Mathis, age 91, and T. A.
Winchester, age 79.
Marriages announced include
Virginia Frances Crawford to David
Duncan on March 4 at the First
Presbyterian Church, Murray.
The Calloway County High School
Lakers beat the North Marshall Jets for
the championship of the Fourth District
Basketball Tournament. Clayton
Hargrove got 20 points for the Lakers.
Ago Today
Dearborn, Mich., after visiting their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Burie Suiter and
. I • • .
-Julie" starring Doris Day is
showing at the Varsity Theatre.
Bible Thought
But Christ being tome an high
priest of good things to come. .
Hebrews 9:11.
\tam, Christian onder sAhat
Lod IS doing todav taihng to recog-
nize that our our 0 nwx our
great rgh 'rteo and prd%ing tor
us' 
The Murray _Ledger ak Times. OPEVON PAGE.
Page 3.-- Saturday Afternoon, March 5, 1977 -
30 Years Ago This Week
W. Z. Carter, Grover Wood James,
and Mrs. R. M. Mason are heading the
annual Red Cross Drive for the
Calloway County Chapter. The goal is
$6,200.
Construction will begin soon on the
new industrial arts building at Murray
State College, according to Prof. H. L.
Oakley, head of the department.
Deaths reported this week include
Miss Cora Graves, age 77, E. P.
Holland, age 60, Gerald Lawrence,
infant, and Hanson i Tom Linn, age 42.
A new night deposit box has been
, installed at the Bank of Murray.
. Elected as officers and directors of
the Calloway County Farm Bureau
• •1S15 II,•
H. Dixon, 0. S. Wall, Marvin Hill, Stark
Erwin, Bobby Harding, E. L.
Kuykendall, J. H. Doran, John Cun-
ningham, Taz Ezell, C. R. Stubblefield,
James Wilson. Clyde Phelps, Otis
Falwell, W. D. McCoisfon. Alvis E.
Jones, and Paul Blalock.
Births reported this week include a
girl, Carolyn, to Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Murdock on March 1.
Marriage announced this week in-
-ctdcle Virginia June Suiter to Ralph
Potts Gingles on February 28
Members of the Varsity Speakers
Bureau at Murray State-Cgllege are Joe
Edward Starks, Emmett D. Burkeen,
and Charles D. Butterworth, Calloway
County Dorothy Jean Thompson,
Paducah, Marilyn Lucille Norman,




11UIT.0 I xtiger & Times is
pi:LI:shed every , afternoon except
Sun,),Ics. July 4, Christmas Day,
Nt." Year's Day and Thanksgiving
03 N
.4t Murray. Ky., 42071.
Se)-»nd Class Postage Paid at
NIsir.-a. Ky. 42071.
St: RSCRIPTION RATES: In
areas served by carriers, $2.50 per
payable in advance. By mail
.illouway County and to Benton,
I field, Sedalia and Far-,
t. - N. Kr • and Paris. Buchanan
Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per year.
/-1 mail to other destinations, $32.50
s'r of Associated Press, Ken-
t s Press Association and
Nevi spaper Publishers
40 Years Ago This Week
Several concrete surfacing projects
for Calloway County roads are ex-
pected this year, according to Nelse
Waggoner, concrete inspector for
Calloway County and chairman of the
Calloway County Democratic Com-
mittee.
M. L. Whitnell, manager of the
Murray Consumers Coal and Ice
Company, has been named a member
of the executive committee of the
Kentucky Ice Manufacturers
Association.
Deaths reported this week include
Clifford C. Phillips, age 43, Winfred
Barnett, age 63, James P. Duncan, age
75, Demus Miller, age 48. Thomas
4.11te 41.Edd kamney. me 65 Mrs
Lola Farris, age 53, and Beckham
Diuguid, age 72.
Miss Jane Jones of Murray. age
twelve, will enter the All-State Beauty
Show at Glasgow on March 11.
George E. Overbey, Murray, and
Clay Copeland, Dexter, were among the
forty-four persons who passed the
recent examination of the Kentucky
State Bar.
An average of $6.38 was reported for
the season's sale of dark fired tobacco
on the Murray Loose Leaf Floors.
, •
Murray Business News Bile's







David Victor, director of
the center, is proud of the
high success rate of those
helped by his office. For
many others who attempt
to start a business without
however, the--results---
frequently follow a not-so-
happy pattern.
Victor explains:
John Doe has several
years of experience
working for someone else
and decides to own and
operate his own business.
He's saved some money,
can borrow more, and he's
sure he can make iton his
own simply because he
fancies himself an expert
in some field.
In reality John Doe may
be headed for failure and.
loss of his entire savings.
Even though he's highly
skilled in a technical field
of the business, he's so
weak and inexperienced in
some management areas
that there is little chance
he can successfully operate
a business.
Success of a -business is
generally related to the
skills of the operator or
manager, saws Victor. A
majority of small business
failures occur .in the
second, third and fourth
years of operation, and 34
per cent occur in the first
three years.
A recent,. Dun di Brad-
street report analyzing
about 10,000 business









YOUR VOTE AND INFlUENCE
IS APPRECIATED.. THANKS
or By The Cornnorree To Elect Benny )041.sun
the single largest con-
tributing factor was
"unbalanced experience,"
or a lack of expertise in one
or more of the primary
areas such as financing,
accounting or
management. The second
most common cause for
business failure was jack of
experience in the par-
ticular business line.
Only a very sm. all portion
of failures are related to
other factors such as fraud,
neglect, natural disasters,
etc., Victor noted.
The Center for Business
Development employs five
management consultants
who are assigned specific











often tell just from general
conversation with a
businessman if he is
competitive and if the
business is being run
properly," says Victor.
"Of course, we never
pressure anyone to do
things our way. We un-
derstand that what works
This Business News Feature
will appear each Saturday
in the
Murray teciqe• -and Times.
Bob Billington, CPCU visits with Fred and Frank Carroll at Carroll Tire Service, Murray
Businesses of all type insure witli The Murray Insurance Agency Each business is dif-
ferent. Each business has its owryunique requirements. We have the ability to design
programs to fit each individual business need. kindIN give us a call and let us show you
what we can do for vou and your business.
ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURE WITH
The Murray
Insurance Agenc
PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
INSURANCE SERVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751
•rf
well for one businessman
may not work at all for
another 'in a different
location, even if the
location is only a few miles
away."
Many a small
businessman fails to think
things through and un-
derstand everything in-
volved in operating a
business, notes Victor.
The five .considtants and
their locations are Otis H.
Erwin, Murray, respon-
sible for western Ken-
tucky; Denver Woodring, -




Charles Hauver and James




"We, of course. - can't
guarantee small business
success," says Victor, "but
we can help minimize the
risk of failure."
Small businessmen can
utilize the services of the





257-1751, or one of the five
consultants. There is
genertally no charge for the
center's services.
Mid Year Entry
The first public unveiling -of- the
Rally Nova was I at the Chicago Auto Show February






Week, pro “ iairned each
year by ti' overnor as
tribute to Kentucky in-
dustries, is heduled this
year for A) :II 25-30.
Gov. Jul:en Carroll will
host an Industry Ap-
preciation Luncheon April
28• at the Commonwealth
Convention Center in
Louisville liuestmf honcrr
at the luncheon will - be
representatives of the
state's heik industries and
those that expanded their
operations it: the past year.
In addit qther lun-










Charles W. °free, Owner
Phone 753-5397 102 North 4th
RANI( NOTES
by Bill Boyd
Leaving your ear with
the engine 'din,' is bad
on all count It is hard
on the eninne wastes
gasoline. p),i),1")'s the air
and tempt- e ar thievelik
If you'll ts ,,way
more than .1 trw secon-
ds, stop th, ,n).)ine 'and
take the kee, ..k:th you.
See tis about financing that new r :ir rOU want,














county and state officials.
Kentucky Department of
Commerce figures Show
that 44 new industries
located in Kentucky last





produce 8,834 new jobs for
Kentuckians, with more
than $531 million in capital
investments in the state.
Are You Paying
Too Much
t or Auto Insurance?
You're probably thinking
that about all auto in-
surance rates are about
the same. but that's
definitts.. not true fibs-
truth is, there's a good
chance that you ran
save money on your
Jutto insurance by calling
us. Well quickly check
with the m•ny insurance
companies We represent,
and give you a quote on
what you should be
paving for your car in-
surance. IF you're paying
more than that quote
you should be getting
Your ar insurance from
Us
VAN HAVERSIOCK






Births reported include a bo to Mr
and Mrs. Hafford Adams on March 1
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Bray of Hazel
were honored on their 60th wedding
anniversary on February 7.
Listed this week are the 188 Calloway
students enrolled at Murray State




By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, March 5, the 64th
day of 1977. There are 301 days left in
Abe-year—
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1770,, British troops
and a Boston crowd clashed. The in-
cident became known as the Boston
Massacre and hastened the American
Revolution.
Today's birthday's: Actor Rex
Harrison is 69. Conductor and violinist
Lorin Maazel is 47.
Thought for today: If you would be
wealthy, think of saving as well as of




200 persons attend Aurora Watch program
1,14,1!
ii hit s is Ifoll • ctilt,of I h,









get to know their neigh%ors
a little better in the future.
The "get to know your
neighbor" program is
called Neighborhood
Watch and a newly
organized Kiwanis Club
here hosted a cerrununity
meeting recently that
attracted some 200 .per-
Sons, a number of them
retired. Many of them left
the meeting with the intent




a public information officer
with Kentucky State
Police, told the gathering
that "part of crime
prevention is to get to know
your neighborhood." He






officer had a number of tips
for making a home more
secure. Among those were:
— Use "dead bolt locks"
for doors; a single cylinder
lock if the door is without
glass and a double cylinder
lock if the door has glass.
— Install a "peephole"




— Install solid doors on
all exterior entrances.
— Lay a broomstick in
the sliding track of a
sliding glass door.
• — Secure windows
either with locks or by
drilling in the top wood to
the inside window and
dropping a nail in the hole.
Wright also recommended





plenty of outside lighting
and suggested an
automatic timer to switch
lights on and off when one
is away.
— Trim bushes and tree
limbs that might be ob-
structing windows.
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
7win ,Cates
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.




-- Have a legible name
on a mailtkox; single
women should use initials
on mailboxes.
-- Be wary of phone calls
where the phone rings and
the caller hangs up when
answering.
— Don't publicize the
fact you are leaving for
vacation or plan to be away
from your home for a
.period of time.
A Kentucky State Police
detective, Sam Renfro,
also attended the meeting
and had a number of tips
about what to do if one's
home or business is
burglarized.
— Call the police im-
mediately; if there is the
possibility of someone
being in the home go to a
neighbor's home and call
the police.
-- Do not disturb the
scene until after police
have completed their in-
vestigation.
- Do not call friends and
neighbors until after police
have completed their in-
vestigation.
- - Renfro recommended
"bait money" /marked
bills) for businesses to keep
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• SETTING THE DRAG on your spinning reel
is easy. You merely tighten the tension
knob until the line is "just before"
breaking as you pull it off the spool. But
remember, a drag can "set up" overnight,
• so be sure to check it before each day's




LINE LOOPS are troublesome to many be-
ginners at spinning. You can eliminate
these merely by feathering the line with
your forefinger just before the lure
touches down. Then, raise your rod tip to
add tension to the line before reeling.
AN EFFICIENT PLUG KNOCKER is a spark
plug tied to a heavy line, for jolting lures
from bottom snags. Add a strip of link
chain and if you can't knock it loose may-
























KENTUCKY'S PUBLIC FISHING LAKES-28 state-owned and operated lakes that dot
Kentucky offer an abundance of fishing activity for anglers. Shanty Hollow Lake near
Bowling Green, Ky., has netted some anglers with limit stringers of pound
bluegills. There have been a few VA pound bluegills taken from that lake also. More in-
formation about these lakes may be obtained by contacting Division of Fisheries,
Department of fish & Wildlife Resources, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Kentucky's Public Fishing Lakes
Management
Fish management is con-
cerned with maintaining the
highest level of sustained yield
sport fishing harvest)
possible from any given body
of water. Although this may
appear simple at first, a little
thought introduces new and
complicating ideas about this
goal, especially when one
considers the size of the fish
harvested, species, quality of
fishing, etc. It should also be
remembered that each lake is
different ecological system
and must be treated as such.
The basic management tool
used in Kentucky, which is the
one that is most misun-
derstood and questioned by
fishermen, is fertilization.
Although excellent results
have been obtained in fer-
tilized lakes, fertilization






carbon, hydrogen and oxygen,
which are usually abundant in
water, nitrogen and phosporus
are the major elements
required in large amounts to
produce plankton. The ad-
dition of fertilizer increases
these elements thereby
allowing faster and more
abundant growth of plankton.
With this in mind, we better
understand the food pyramid
diagrammed.
The base of the pyramid is
formed by the basic elements
and sunlight which are
essential for the production of
plankton - the second level.
Plankton are the microscopic
plant and animal life that is
food for the smaller fishes,
forage fishes, aquatic insects
and crayfishes that comprise
the third level of the pyramid.
The third level in turn is the
Food Pyramid
for the fisherman's inability to
catch fish. Fertilization of the
lake does little more than
increase the ability to produce
more or larger fish. All fish,
whether it is bass, sunfish,
crappie, or catfish, depend
directly or indirectly upon
microscopic plant and animal
life (plankton) for food.
Plankton in turn must have 16
-essential elements in varying
amounts plus sunlight to grow
retvItIZEN
food suppy for the fourth level
or those fishes which are
desirable to the angler. The
angler, who is the final level of
the pyramid and for whom all
the management is originally
intended, harvest the fish
produced as a result of a
strong pyramid. Each level of
the pyramid depends upon the
preceding level for food and
cannot be as large or larger
than its base. Fertilization,
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
2 M4is East Hoy 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the longggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area
Quality & Quantity Guarenteed
which is indicated by the
stippled portion of the base of
the pyramid, increases the
size of the original base of the
pyramid which in turn in-
creases the size of each
ascending level of the
pyramid. It can, therefore, be
seen that if the base is in-
creased by the fertilization
then there will be more har-
vestable fish for the angler to
harvest.
The Main Fishes of Ky.
Public Fishing Lakes
Of all the fish in Kentucky's 4
public fishing lakes, the
bluegill is the most commonly
sought and harvested fish.
This species usually con-
tributes over one-half of the
total catch. The bluegill is a
spring and summer spawner
starting in mid-May and.
continuing through early
September. Being a com-
munal spawner, as many as 10
to 20 males may construct
their nests side by side. The
nests are usually 1 to 2 feet in
diameter and about 6 inches
deep. The male attracts a
female to the nest where she
deposits her eggs. The eggs
are then immediately fer-
tilized by the male after which
the female leaves the nest.
More than one female may be
attracted to a nest, and more
than one hatch may come
from one nest. After
spawning, the male remains
to guard the nest and fans the
eggs until they hatch, usually
from 2 to 5 days depending on
. the water temperature.
The young bluegill leaves
the nest soon after hatching
and seeks the weed beds and
other shelter along the edge of
the lake where it finds
protection and food. The
major portion of them,
however, become food for
predatory fish - and rightfully
so - for without heavy
predation, bluegills become
overpopulated and stunted.
During the first year of
growth, the bluegill can grow
to 3 to 5 inches, the seeond
Spring Turkey Program
Scheduled For March 19
GOLDEN POND, KY —
Robert McAnally, District
Biologist for Arkansas Game
and Fish Commission, will be
the featured speaker at the
annual Wild Turkey Program,
March 19, 1977, at Kenlake
State Resort Park.
The program is being hosted
by the - Kentucky Chapter of
the National Wild Turkey
Federation and Land Between
The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ten-
nessee.
The program activities will
begin at 7p. m. in tlie meeting
room at the park. Buffet
dinner will be at the par-
ticipant's expense in the
dining room. A tour in Land
Between he Lakes will be
held from 2 to 4 p. m. Saturday
afternoon, with special em-
phasis on turkey runagement
techniques and'‘ habitat
year 5 to 6 inches and 7 to 8
inches the third year. A seven-
inch bluegill in his third year
of growth in a fertilized lake
may weigh approximately 0.40
pound.
Bluegills will take almost
any kind of bait, especially
when they are on the nest.
They may be taken with a fly
rod, spinning rod, casting rod
or a cane pole. A popular
method is to rig a cane pole
Bluegill
with a split shot, float and a
small hook baited with
crickets, worms or
grasshoppers and fish in the
coves and along the banks.
Pound-for-pound, the bluegill
is not only one of the best
fighting fish, but he is also
extremely good eating.
The largemouth bass is the
primary predatory fish in
Kentucky's public fishing
lakes. He plays a very im-
portant role in the fish
population as he reduced the
bluegills population through
predation and is actively
sought by many anglers. The
largemouth bass when caught
on light tackle is an
aggressive fighter who will at
times leap from the water
displaying aerial acrobatics in
order to dislodge a hook.
The largemouth bass
spawns in late April or early
May when the water tem-
perature reaches ap-
Largemouth Bass
proximately 64 degrees to 68
degrees Farenheit. The male
constructs a nest which is
more or less circular by
fanning away the silt and
debris with his tail. When a
female enters the nest, the
male entices her to deposit her
eggs which he fertilizes. More




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our line of
Seiko watches
1145. 5511 Murray Ky 753-1644







There will be a $5.00 in-
troductory fee per family to
the National Wild Turkey
Federation which entitles
participants to receive six
issues of Turkey Call
Magazine. Admission will be
taken at the door.
For additional information
about the program contact
Land Between The Lakes,












Ricky Crouch from Stella brought in a 60-crappie-limit
and one bass last Friday. The crappie were caught out of
Barkley Lake in about 10-12 feet of water. It looks as if
the old slab-sides are about to make their spring debut.
tracted to a nest but most
nests contain an average of
only 4,000 to 5,000 eggs. The
male remains on the nest to
guard the eggs until they
hatch - usually from three to
six days depending upon the
water temperature. After the
eggs hatch, the male guards
the young bass until they are
able to swim and feed for
themselves. While the young
bass are on the nest, they
appear as a dark schooling
mass. However, they soon
leave the nest and escape to
the weed beds and brush
seeking shelter and food.
After their first year of
growth, largemouth bass can
grow to a length of 3 to 5 in-
ches; by the end of the second
year they may range from 8 to
10 inches; and at the end of the
third year they may be thir-
teen inches or longer. The
growth rate may be higher in
a fertilized lake.
Although the largemouth
bass seems to prefer the
crayfish, he will select food in
proporttbn to its abundance.
Small fish and minnows, in-
cluding members of the
sunfish family, comprise a
large portion of his diet. In
early spring, the largemouth
bass is frequently caught on
minnow-type lures. Unlike the
bluegill, bass will generally
not take a bait or eat daring
spawning. During the summer
months he may be caught on a
variety of lures late_ in the
evening, during the night, or
at daybreak. In the fall the
popping surface lures are used
quite successfully. The most
popular methods used for bass
fishing during the winter
months are jigging or casting
deep running lures.
Public Fishing Lakes Regulations
FISHES
Size Limits
Bass — 10 inch minimum
Sunfish — No size limit
Walleye-15 inch minimum






Catfish- '1  No Limit
-Certain lakes may have a creel limit which is posted along
the bank.
BOAT
Maximum Length — No boat with a centerline long'? than
16 feet may be used in any state-owned lakes, canoes ex-
cepted.
Horsepower — The horsepower of outboard motors may be




Specializing in servicing tires I. 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires
408 N 4th In The Jackson Purchase 753-6779
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:30-11:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
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Four wheelers sure do get
around. We got a card from
Gene Geurin this week. He's
off way down in Guatemala
doing some construction work
of a charitable nature for
some earthquake victims. The
letter said he'd found some
hills down there that he didn't
think a four wheel drive could
climb. From the sound of
them I'd venture some of the
bunch might want a running
start.
-Just how steep a hill--can a
four wheel drive climb? Some
of the manufacturers claim
their vehicles will manage to
scramble up a sixty-five per
cent grade. That's on the
order of what most of us would
call steep.
Simply put' the vehicle will
climb sixty-five feet high in
length of one hundred feet.
Let's get that down in the
country boy perspective which
is the way most of us look at
things. Take a football field
for example. It's one hundred
feet wide. (wide now, not long)
Set the jeep on the sideline on
one side. Set a six story
building on the other sideline.
In Murray these are scarce
Four Wheeling
so let's stack the downtown
Rank of Murray on top of itself
again. Start hauling dirt and
rocks and make you a slope
from one sideline over to the
wall of the bank on the other
sideline. Keep on hauling until
you have a slope reaching
clear up to the top of the Bank
which is already sitting on top
of itself. Most folks can't even
walk up that kind of slope: A
four wheel drive can drive up
it.
-Now add sortie big trees,
stumps, rocks, mud, snow,
ice, ditches, etc. Then it gets
challenging. Of course this is
just kid stuff for the ordinary
stock four wheel drives you
can run right out and buy
.anywhere. You know, the kind
with the skinny tires and the
Ralph Nader gas slurper
motors. Why the old War
Two jeep could back up this
kind of hill without working up
a sweat.
Now put the Peoples Bank
building on top of this (the two
Bank of Murray buildings)
and throw in Ward and Elkins'
for good measure. Haul
umpteen thousand more
pounds of dirt and stuff. We
ought to have about a hundred
per cent grade. Add a set of
the big wide tires and wheels
and order up a Jerry Don
Tucker double whammy for
the engine department. Drive
right on up to the top. Scout's
honor folks.
With a running start a
competition machine can do
even better than this. One
more thing we will add at the
risk of hearing plenty about it
I'm sure. The motorcycles and
buggies can do—as' welt
Provided one thing is allowed..
That's the running start. If
you stop on the bottom of the
grade and have to start off
flatfooted the four wheel drive
will outclimb the competition.
True.
Given the running start
which of the three will climb
the steepest slope? That's a
question we will leave
unanswered for there are
many variables to take into
consideration.
I have seen a four wheel
drive climb one hill that I
don't think most motorcycles
can however. This hill was so
steep it actually had a reverse
slope. Like the one Beetle
by Laivton Carver
In Et Itel Guld
BLACK BASS STEW •
The black bass can be used in more
boisterous dishes than would suit the
ean subtlety-Of the various -trout. ..
or salmon. Established generations ago
in our literature as the "fightingest Ash.
- -pound -ter 'pound; that switms," the won-
derfully ornery black bass can also han
die all the seasonings traditionally piled
into a stew.
3 pounds black bass, dressed out. cut into
steaks or [diet chunks about 3". square
113 cup olive oil
• 5 tableSpoOns 11Our
113 cup chopped'sralliOn inthiding top,
2 cloves garlic. minced
3 cups Canned tomatoes
1 can tomato paste
2 cups water
y runs out on and then it
breaks off. If you stand at the
bottom and look straight up
- (absolutely straight up) the
hill sticks out over you. That's
impossible because the
--machtrie-woditt fail off you
say. I saw.it.
The cliff (actually it wasn't
a hill) was about sixty feet
high. Up on the Op side were
some sizable oak trees. This
fellow simply got a winch
cable up over the point and
attached it to a very sturdy
tree. He got in his jeep, put the
winch in gear, and just rode
•_up. The _Jeep swung free,
turning around and around
like a yoyo on its voyage. And
he actually made it.
The depreciation on a four
thousand dollar 'yoyo if the
winch cable breaks is
something fierce.
Depreciation of the yoyo'er
-would p Qtr2' ht 
line inealod—very, very fast:
As Vuatemala, it brings
to e old saying, "There
never was a hoss that couldn't
be rode, and there never was a
rider that couldn't be
throwed.- Most four-wheelers
I know are well acquainted
with the .full of that
old cowbo roverb.
Don't forget to put the banks
and Ward and Elkins bac
where you found them on the
court square. Also Bill
Furgerson will probably want
the dirt removed from the
playing field.
HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING. Have a nice
week.
I tip r hopped 4 iler). .4.ar




1 tablespoon chopped parsle)
. 1 cup claret u Inc -
2 tru3p,?ori,srrIt.--orr-lo trwe-
Brown flouLiii olive oil and add seal
lions and garlic. Stir over low flame for
about 2 minutes.- Stir in tomatoes. lo
rnato paste. water. celery.. peppers. bay
leaves. and Tabasco and let simmer 10
Minutes. Stir in parsley. claret, and salt..
Add fish and simmer gently for about
Ii minuw<. until the fish is done but
not falling apart.
This dish tradit ionilIy is accompanied
by boiled rice. It serves six. •
•
'10%
Area bassand crappie fishing guide John T. Phillips is
getting an early start with these 37 crappie from Lake
Barkley. His two sons Johnny Mac and Tommy Ray are
looking on also. Phillips caught this basket-load last
Tuesday in about 15 feet of water. 
ItTSON
(Du-TER ,rsiEB
1111, ill isii ,r Limed by trig
o.".ks. and i,c,cs it if A taste for
- and .45111 viorilly
1‘..11 of I lit mor, ornmooplai tartar•
fi.w strongholds of
lit larg,tnotitli :-. a mail would a,
lie) go fishing AN jug his




Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment


















• ,. ciunamon. and
a simmer. Allo‘v
only .one minute.
.11(1 onions. Stir fre-
:••lisli will be evenly
I toinutes. This recipe
• I IS Of IOC(
Center Station and
Empire Farm Reopen
Center Station and Empire
Farm, located in the En-
vironmental Education Center
in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes, reopened February 16.
Both facilitiis will be open
daily from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
following activities will be
held during March: Mysteries
of Bird Migration, March 5, a
slide-lecture and search for
spring migrants, Center
Station, •2. p.m.; The
Homeplace, March 6, join our
historian for a visit to the 1850
living history farm now under
spy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on. Kentucky Lake
DON McCLURE GRAYSON AleCLURErake 94 East out of Murray for 2 miles Turn right on 280
Follow 280 for 7 mules post Sommer s Grocery Take
block top into Panorama and follow blacktop to your right
Telephone 502436-54S3
Sportsman's Special
the fisonous Kush N Koller Soot end receive your Fill choice of Si 95
retell fish Fillet Knive. S yea et socks or S5.95 rule
construction, meet at The
Homeplace entrance road,
2: 30., p.m. ; Nature's Secrets,
March 12,' a color slide
presentation at Center
Station, 2 p.m.; The
Homeplace, March .13, a tour
of the 1850 living history farm,
meet at The Homeplace en-
trance road, 2:30 p.m.',
Kentucky's Fishing Bonanza,
March 19, a slide program and
discussion of fishing
techniques for catching
crappie and white bass,
Center Station, 2 pan.; The
Homeplace, March 20, a tour
of the 1850 living history farm,
meet at The Homeplace---en-
trance road, 2:30 p.m.; En-
dangered Species, March 20, a
slide program and discussion
about extinct and threatened
plants and wildlife and what
map can do to protect our
environment, Center Station, 2
p.m.; Wings of Morning,
March 26, meet at 7:30 a.m. at
Hematite _Lake to observe-
early morning birdlife and
enjoy the quiet of. the morning
hours: Era of Iron Revisited,
March 26, in quiet repose, old
Center Furnace provides the
setting for a step into the
bustling past of the iron era,
meet at Center Furnace
parking lot, 2 -p.m.; The
Homeplace, March 27, a tour
of the 1850 livirig_history farm_
now under construction, meet
,at The Homeplace entrance
road, 2 30 p.m ; and Sassafras
Tea Party, March 27, join our
naturalist for tea at Hematite
Dam near Center Station and
a 45-minute.walk to relive the




Hunters under 16 years of
age most have a Hunter
Tennessee portion of TVA's
Land Between The Lakes,
April 20-30. The certificate is
not required to hunt In Ken-
tucky; hfhlwever, an adult must
accompany the youth on the
day of the hunt in both Ken-
tucky and Tennessee.
The course is offered by
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency personnel, or by in-
structors certified by TWRA.
For further information
contact Tommy Grimsley,






nesting platforms are being
erected by the wildlife
management unit in TVA's
Land Between The lakes in
preparation for Canada geese
nesting season. The wood and
styrofoam structures are
being placed on Honker and
Energy Lakes, Long Creek,
and some of the larger interior
.ponds in Land Between The
Lakes.
Fishing and boating ac-
tivities cooHonker Lake will be
closed until May 14 except -for
fishing-from the dam. Just last
year a violation of-disturbing
waterfowl resulted in a
Graves County resident being
fined $500, jailed for 15 days,_
and placed'. on 3 years
probation, includin.g the
suspension of all hunting-
fishing privileges for 38
months. Signs will be placed to
designate the closed areas.
'Control Station Reopens
The control station on the
north end of Land Between
The Lakes will reopen March
6. The station will be manned
year-round by merribers of the
patrol' seaion to check for
Safety Certificate, all state possible violators, to provide
required licenses and tags, information, and to provide a
and a Land . Between The contact point for visitors in-the
Lakes permit to participate in • area
the spring turkey hunt in the





















Qualified Bear Archery Seri 
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SOM-E-BOBY BREAK—Tommy Futrell stops in the middle of the lone and looks for someone to
break open. Futrell finished his brilliant, four-year varsity career with eight points. Futrell scored
somewhere in the neighborhood of 1500 points during his career.
TAKE IT FRANK—Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers drives the lone and feeds the boll off to
Frank Gilliam (left corner). Mike Wells (45) watches the play from the lane. The Tigers won 5)-
44 over the Lakers to go to 17-3 for the season.
(Staff Photos by Mike Brandon)
Lanier Injured Friday In
Pistons Loss To Celtics
The Associated Press
i tie ...ner.roit_ ,p4styn.s _nigy _
beve lust more than just
11k.T National Basketball
A.2-;o0 non game.
Big Bob Lanier, the Pistons'
star center, hurt his hand
early in Friday night's 94-92
ss to the Boston Celtics and,-
iitliough he stayed in for 29
ii,inutes more, he finally had
tz., come out..
Elsewhere, the Chicago
Bulls trounced the -- Los
Angeles Lakers 114-99, the
Cleveland Cavaliers defeated
the Portland Trail Blazers 113-
101, the Golden State Warriors
whipped the Phoenix Suns 101-
37, the Atlanta Hawks nipped
the Washington Bullets 100-99,
the San Antonio Spurs
walloped the New York Nets
135-121 and the Buffalo Braves
downed t 1W.A.N.e.W.-OrtranS d
95-91.
Sidney Wicks hit a basket
and two free throws and Curtis
Howe made a basket in the
final 90 seconds for the crucial
points as the Celtics concluded
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger L
Times by 5-30- p. la. -Monday-
Friday or by 3,30 p. m. on Satyr-
' days ore urged to call 7531916
between S:30 p. m. and 6 p. m.,
Monday. friday, or 3.30 p. m
and 4 p m. Saturdays,.to insure
deliste‘v at tIte newspaper. Calls
must be placed by 6 p. m week
days or 4 p. m. Saturdays to
gvarantee delivery.




Kevin Porter kept the
Pistons---irr-rontention in the
final quarter with 12 of kis
season-high 28 points. JoJo
White topped the Celtics with
21.
Bulls 114, Lakers 99
Norm Van tier led a 21-5
second-half blitz as the Bulls
cruised to a 36-point lead with
7:47 remaining,- Van I.ier led.
the Butts balanced attack with
21 points, followed by rookie
Scott May with 18, Wilbur
Holland with 17, Arts Gilmore
with 16, Mickey Johnson with
15 and John Mengelt with 14.





Cleveland with 26 points while
Foots Walker and Bingo Smith
tallied key baskets after
Portland narrowed a 14-point
deficit to two late in the third
period. It was 85-77 heading
into the fourth quarter and
Cleveland built its lead to 101-
82 behind the scoring of Dick
Snyder and Gary Brokaw.
Warriors 101, Suns 87
Phil Smith scored 34 points
as the Warriors posted their
fifth vict,pry in a row and dealt
the Suns their seventh
consecutive loss. Phoenix
crept to within one point late
in the third quarter but Smith
tOent to-work and scored eight
points to make it 79-73.
Hawks 100, Bullets 99
John Brown provided the
margin of victory by canning
!we free throws with three
,seconds. Phil Chenier, who
.scored.Wishington's final slit
points and finished with 21,
had given the Bullets a 99-98
lead with a jump shot. John
Drew led the Hawks with 29
points and Ken Charles added
20. Elvin Hayes topped the
Bullets with 24.
Spurs 135, Nets 121
Larry Kenon came -back to
haunt his former team with 39
points and 10 rebounds. Kenon
hod plenty of help from Mark
Olberding and Allan Bristow
with 20 points apiece while
Mike Gale, another ex-Net,
piled up 11 assists. Bubbles
Hawkins had 26 points for the
losers.
Braves 95, Jazz 91
Randy Smith scored 28
points_ ,and Adrian Dantley
added 23 for Buffalo. New
Orleans, which played without
Pete Maravich, the NBA's
leading scorer who was out
with a virus, was led by Jim




we pay the penalty.
And the interest:'
Reason No. 14 why H&R Block
should do your taxes.
H&R Block doesn't make many mistakes.
Our people are trained not to. But if we 4
should make an error that costs you
additional tax, you pay only the additional
tax. Block pays any penalty and inter.est.
We-stand behind our work.
H&R BLOCK
THE INCOME TAX PEOPLE 4k,
903 Arcadia St. 153-9204
liFICE HOURS 9 AM to 6 PM Weekdays 9 AM to 5 PM Sat
Tigers, Marshals Play For Title Tonight
MI -Boys -Sneak
By Gutsy Lakers 1-44
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Thies Sports Editor
The bad thing about sports
is the fact someone has to lose.
But losing doesn't necessarily
mean you are a loser.
Calloway County lost Friday
night in the Fourth District
Tournament at the Murray
State Sports Arena. They were
defeated 51-44 by Murray High
and it brought an end to the
season for the Takers.
" I ud-, of my
kids," Laker coach Robert
Slone said,
"I think we should have won
the game, really. Something
better should have happened
to them. Theyliave lot of
character, they've been su
dedicated and worked so hani
They've never caused an
problems all year. I really feel
bad about jt," Slone said as he
sat in the locker room
listening to the-lonely sound of
a dripping shower.
Calloway played like win-
ners. They battled, crappel
and simply played their hearts
out against the talented
Tigers. After losing 86-75
Thursday to Marshall County
and being behind by 24-paints
at one time, the Lakers would
have had to been rated as
underdogs against Murray.
But for the entire game,
they played about as well as
they, could have.
With 5:58 left in the game,
senior guard Tommy Futrell
ntsdr---a- beautiftit -driving ---
move to the basket and
scored, tying the contest at 36
apiece.
-If we could have gotten
ahead, we would have stalled
the ball. We wanted to play a
more deliberate type of of-
fense," Slone said.. _
"In our last few games,
we've come out jumping at
people and sometimes it
works. But it didn't against
Marshall County Thursday so
we changed our game plan
somewhat for Murray. .
But even if we had got
ahead and then stalled, we
might have lost anyhow
CLUTCH PERFORMER — Richie Richardson (30) of the Tigers
fires one up from the outside. Richardson played a superb
game off the bench for the Tigers. Defending for the takers
are Randy McCallon (15) and Mike Wells (45).
NOTHING ELSE TO DO—Three Laker: hopelessly watch as Andrea Perry ( j goes up for two of
his 17 points. Watching the action are Glen Olive (33), Jimmy lamb (41) and Mike Wells.
(Staff Photos by Mika Standen)
because we did not shoot well
from the free throw line,"
Slone added.
Calloway did not shoot well
indeed. They hit only 12 of 20
from the line. On the other
side of the coin, the Tigers hit
15 of 17 and that was one of the
big keys in the game.
The other key was the
superb bench play of the
Tigers.
- -'114- -were --hurt --by _fouls la.
the first half. Then in the
second half, we played Andrea
Perry and Richie Richardson
as much as we could," Tiger
coach Cary Miller said.
"Perry really gave us a
boost on the boards and I think
Richardson along with Bill
McHugh really did a good jo6
in stopping Tommy Futrell,"
Miller added.
Futrell, who took only eight
shots from the floor, closed his
brilliant career with eight
points. The scoring slack for
the Lakers was taken up by
Mike Wells, the only other
senior on the club.
Wells fired in 23 points and
played an outstanding all-
around game.
Nine of Murray's final 15
points came from the free
throw line. With 4:46 left in the
contest, junior forward Fralik
Gilliam hit two from the stripe
to snap the deadlock and put
Murray out on top 38-36.
The Tigers never trailed
again. With 3:15 left, Calloway
trailed by only one at 4140
after Wells had hit from in-
side.
The Tigers then scored the
game's next four points and
took a 45-40 lead. Calloway
trimmed it to three with 1:32
left as Jimmy Lamb scored.
from inside but Murray
pushed - the- -margin -baek to
five with 1:20 left when Perry
scored on a layup.
Murray scored the next four
points and pushed the margin
out to nine points before Wells
hit the final basket of the
game.
"They did a good job on us,"
Miller said _
"I think we were too ready
to play. We were a little tight..
If you don't win the first one,.
there's no more tomorrow and
I think that was a part of it.
"We missed too many easy
shots that we normally make.
The first game is always the
toughest and I hope this was
our bad game," Miller said.
Murray shot 18 for 51 in the
contest for 34 per cent while
the Lakers were 16 of 33 for
just under 50 per cent. Murray
led by five in the rebound
department with Perry
hauling in eight while Lamb
had seven for the Lakers.
Perry's 17 points led the
SKIING
SUN VALLEY, Idaho —
Perrine Pelen, a 16 year-old
-from Grenoble, France,
captured a World Cup slalom
event beating Claudia Gior-
dani of Italy by .61 seconds.
FALUN„Sweden — Konrad
Winkler of East Germany
captured the Nordic com-
bination title at the 28th
Swedish Nordic ski games
when he scored an easy vic-
tory in the 15-kilometer cross
country race.
Tigers while Gilliam added 11.
High-scoring Raymond Sims
was held to just eight points
while Lindsey Hudspeth, who
usually plays extremely tough
against Calloway, did not
score.
"I think the game boiled
down to their experience,"
Slone said.
"We made a few turnovers
late in the game in crucial
situations and _that_hurt us._
And their press threw a little
scare Into us, though we really
didn't make that many tur-
novers," Slone added.
Calloway led once in the
game as Lamb hit the opening
bucket. Murray led by two at
the end of the first period, 24-
19 at halftime and 34-30 at the
end of ,the third frame.
The nine-point lead in the
final seconds was the largest
of the night.
Calloway closes its season
with a 16-15 record while
Murray High, assured of a trip
to the Regional, will carry a
17-3 mark into tonight's
championship contest against
Marshall.
































fg ft pf tp
Suns .  3 2 1 8
McHugh 2 1 4 5
Gilliam 3 5 3 11
Hudspeth 0 0 4 0
Harcourt 3 0 4 6
Richardson. . 1 2 1 4
Perry ,6 5 3 17
Totals 18 15 20 51
Calloway 9 10 11 14-44






If your tiorne's outside doors aren't vieatherstripped,
you'll definitely feel it. In fact, you'll feel it twice. In March
when it whips a chill through the cracks under doors. Then
again in April when a higher-than-should-be electric bill
arrives.
The March wind slips around and under doors that
lack good weatherstripping. This causes you to use more
heat. And the more heat you use, the higher your electric
bill is going to be.'
Weatherstrip the outside doors at your house and add
storm doors for extra protection. Don't let a crack under
the door run up yoUrtpower bill -
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NO DOUBT-There's no doubt about who got this rebound as Mina Todd pulls the ball in. Wat-
ching are Marilyn McKenzie (21), Susie Imes (11), Rose Ross (22), Denise Bumphis (5) and Kristo
Russell (30).




AP Sports Writer -
MEMPHIS, Tenn. (API —
Coach Denny Crum of 10th-
-ranked Louisville says
lbasketball is "a crazy game
'tunes 
you can pick out 100
im each year _ where the
team that's supposed to win
doesn't."
Crum faced one of those
firms Friday -night when
Georgia Tech upset the
heavily-favored Cardinals 56-
55 in the Metropolitan Con-
ference tournament, using a
. patient offense that took.
Louisville out of its running
The victory earned Tech, 18-
9, a spot opposite No. 14
Cincinnati, 24-4, in tonight's
championship game with the
winner moving into next
week's NCAA Midwest
Regional tournament.
Cincinnati advanced with a
68-67 triumph over Memphis
State on Gary Yoder's two
free throws with only four
seconds left.
"Our youngsters have to
\ play harder than most others
use of their physical
ability' said Tech Coach
Dwane 1oriison. "These are
solid people.
Morrison's -"i.'d• people"
were among the le ely to'
reach the finals of the ro,
but they did it with a patie
offense that left the Cardinals
frustrated. Louisville had 23
turnovers-, • allowing Tech to
win despite its 35 per cent field
goal shooting.
Tech, trailing most of the
night, went in front to stay at
52-51 on an 18-foot jumper by
Tico Brown and built three-
point leads on two free throws
by Jim Wood and a baseline
Jumper by Randy Foster That
made it 56-53 with 1:49 left.
Rick Wilson's free throws
cut it to one 487atst.oads later,
but Tech siirvived the final
hectic minute - to hand
Louisville only its sixth set-
back in 27 games, ,--Woo4.1ed all scorers with 23_
points and Wesley Cox Paced
the-Cards with 17.
Cincinnati used a similar
patient style in the nightcap to
down Memphis, which lost at
home for only the second time
in 19 games.
Memphis State appeared to
have the game 4in control,
erasing a late four-point
deficit on a 20-footer by Alvin
Wright and a pair of free
throws by Dexter Reed. giving
the Tigers a 67-66 lead with 
44-'
seconds left. James Bradley
missed the first shot-'6f a one-
and-one situattOn. giving
Yoder his opfoortunity to win
the gaine.
Yoder led Bearcat scoring
with 18 points and Wright had
23 for the losers.
One tournament cham-
pionship and several other
final matchups were decided
in other college basketball
action Friday night.
Si; overtime free throws by
Daryl Winston carried Kansas
State to a comeback 72-67
triumph over Missouri and the
championship of the Big Eight
ament at Kansas City.
Stokes scored 16 points
to help rginia suprise 18th-
ranked • " son 72-60 and
reach'the finals the Atlantic
Coast Conference • uraament
against North Carolina. The
sixth-ranked Tar Heels got 22
points from Walter Davittlind
downed North Carolina State
70-56 in the other semifinal at
Otis Birdsong scored .38
points and the Hou,ston
Cougars made 11 of their first
13 shots a their way to
-beating 'Texas Tech 94-83 and
reaching the finals of the
Southwest Conference tour-
_naraent_again s t ese at h-.
ranked Arkansas.
Villaliova- moved intiri the
Eastern Collegiate Basketball
J ue's !final playoff against
Duquesne when Keith Herron
scored six points in Overtime
to lead the Wildcats to an 83-75
triumph over_West Virginia.
Duquesne go., 20 points from
Norm Nil9f1 to post an upset
.89-82 victory over
MaaSachusetts in the other
mifinal.
Melvin Jones amassed
points to pace West Texas
State's 79-68 upset of Wichita
State in the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament. The
triumph-, sent the Buffaloes
into the finals against
Southern Illinois, which is
.assured a berth in the NCAA
regional playoffs because
West Texas. State is on
probation and prohibited from
participating in the tour-
nament.
At Easton, Pa., freshman
guard Kurt Kanaskie stored
21 points ta power LaSalle past
Lafayette 86-80 and into the
finals of East Coast Con-
ference tournament. Hofstra,
on 21 points, by John Irving,
beat Temple 71-58 to gain the
right to meet LaSalle.
Mark Mattos made two free
throws with 22 seconds left to .
give Weber State a 69-68
triumph over Gonzaga, which
will meet Idaho State in the
finals of the Big Sky tour-
nament. Idaho State downed




Will Be With Us
Monday, March 7
---firy -present STORRS-SCHAEFfR'S
new fabrics for custom-tailored
clothes.
This is a• great collection of fine
woolens . . designs you'd never
see in stock clothing
It's our pleasure to
opportunity. to -have
clothes . clothes














Laker Win Gives Marshall County Title
Calloway County Girls
Stun Murray High 39-36
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
Practice doesn't always
make things perfect. But it .
helps.
Jim Nix sent his Calloway
County girls, basketball team
out on the N1U Sports Arena
floor early Itriday night as
They Were warming up to face
Murray Hight.. The night
before_ the Lakers bit only4wo 
of 13 free throws in losing to
Marshall County.
-The girls spent 15 extra-
minutes just shooting free
throws," Nix said.
It paid off a the Lakers
stunned Murray High 39-36
and brought an abrupt end to
the Tigers' season. With the
win, the Lakers, who hit 11
from the free throw line, earn
second place in the District
and will advance to Regional
play at Mayfield next week.
The win by the Lakers gave
the championship to Marshall
County.
There., we several keys in
the Laker win but perhaps the
biggest factor was the
defense. The Lakers held high-
scoring Tammy Boone to only
six points.
- "We knew we'd have to stop
either Denise Bumphis or
Boone if we were going to
win the. game,"„Nix said.
"We put Stephanie Wyatt on
Bumphis and she stayed on
Bumphis' left side, since
Bumphis is left „handed. Then
we had Marilyn McKenzie
drop over on the right side
whenever Bumphis got the
ball. We decided to let Boone
take the open shots- from the
outside- because we felt they
couldn't beat- us withMst,
outside shooting," Nix said.
Bumphis did manage to get
joints_laut because of the
tight defense, she was kept off
the offensive boards, another
key. factor in the Laker _vic-
tory In fact, Calloway
outrebounded Murray 27-24 as
Manlyii !McKenzie and Felicia
Pinner 'grabbed nine apiece.
Bumph's had seven for the
Tigers. •
- Murray .led 8-6 at the end of
the first quarter and at in-
termission, it was tied at 14
apiece as both teams  
superb and aggressive
defense while neither team
could mount any kind of of-
fensive game.
-4-14- -left in the third
period. sophomore guard Rose
Ross sent home a 20-footer and
CalloIA ay pulled to •a 20-18
lead The Laker girls never
trailed again.
Going into the last quarter,
Callo%40- was on top 30:24.
The Tigers, who were
plagued with foul problems all
evening, trailed 32-26 with 4:47
left %%hen Boone picked up her
fifth foul. Just 30 seconds
before that, Laker center
Felicia Pinneralso went to the
bench with het fifth personal.
' But even without the ser-
vices of their leading scorer,
the Tigers refused to die.
With just under three
minutes left it looked like the
garne was all over as
Calloway led 38-28. •
Krista Russell and Jaina
Washer of the Tigers each hit
a free throw 'while Mimi
Winchester hit one for . the
La kers. before Marlene
Farrell hit from eight feet and
wi:n 1.33 left, it was a 39-32
Laker lead.
Atter a Laker turnover,
Runiphi4_scored_ frprn
anc it was a four-point game..
Tr, on the press, Murray






followed the red hot hand of 6-7
center Bob Martin last night
en route to a 92-70 shellacking
of the Morehead Eagles in the
opening round of" the Ohio
Valley Conference Tour-
nament.
Martin ripped the nets for 24
points, hitting 10 of 11 from the
field and 4 of 5 from the free
throw line to lead all scorers in,
the game.
.The Eagles held their an
with the Raiders during the
initial minutes of the gamt,.
but midway through the
period MTSU began to pull
away behind Martin's 15 point
- first-half output.
By the end of the half the
Raiders had- gained an 18-
point advantage, 48-30.
The Raiders took it easy in
44,1
the second. halt, pulling away
by 26 points on one occasion
.and by 25 on four others.
Right behind Martin in , the
scoring for MTSU was Lewis
Mack, a 6-3 guard.- who poured
in 23 points. Also in double
figures for Middle was Sleepy
Taylor with 15 .and Greg
Joyner with 11.
Moreh-ead's Herbie
Stamper. who led the con-
fTrence with a 20.9 point per
game average in the regular
season, pumped in 20 points in
the losing effort. Andre Jones
scored 12 for the losers and
Ted Hundley added 10.
Middle hit 33 of 52 from the
field for a 58.8 per cent
average while Morehead
• dropped in 29 of 66 for 415 per
cent. At the free throw line,
Middle hit 26 of 31 for 88.8 per
_cent and the Eagles hit 12 of 21
for 66.7 per cent.
TOO CLOSE- Mimi Winchester of the lakers got o little too






With just 28 seconds left,
sophomore guard Jaina
Washer hit an 18-footer and it
was 39-36. Murray High stole
the ball with 21 seconds left
and two seconds later.
Bumphis was fouled but
missed both free throws.
The Tigers did manage to
get the ball back. One of the
biggest plays of the game
tith-n nine won
when Wyatt blocked a shot in
-the--lane. On the jumpball,
Murray got the tip but Donna. 
Miller missed a 15-footer from
the conier_and Farrell missed
a 10-footer in the lane' and the
game was over.
Susie Imes -scored 12 points
to pave the Lakers while Ross
tickled 11.
"I told Imea she would have
to be the floor leader and
recognize the different
defenses Murray High would
throw at us," Nix said.
"She had an excellent game,
running the offense, and she
played well on defense too. I
thought- Stephanie Wyatt
really gave everything she
had. I told her she'd have to
play the whole game and she
really took charge on defense..
"Marilyn McKenzie 'hit The
boards really well and had a
good defensive game and Rosi
hit a couple of layups that
really broke it open."
Ross' biggest layup came
with 3:29 left when she hit on a
break and was fouled, hitting
the free throw to complete the
three-point play and giving the
Lakers a 36-28 lead.
"The foul problems hurt
us," Murray coach Jane Fitch
said.
!"-We had to jitai quite-a hit'
- without Mary Ann Littleton
and Boone, our two forwards,
and that hurt us on the boards.
- "But everybody tried. I
think Calloway really played
well. They were patient on •
_ offense and I think the fact
they applied so much pressure
on our guards made us spend
too much time dribbling,"
Fitch added. •
"That was what We had
hoped to do," Nix said.
"We wanted-4o put a lot of
pressure on them out front and
try and get them to turn it over
or throw some bad passes,"
added Nix, who was filling in
for Coach Marianne Davis
who could not be . at the
tourney because of illness In
her family.
Calloway will' take a 1Z-
record into the Regional while
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PINNER FOR TWO - Felicia Pinner (10) displays her shooting
form as she puts up two over Tammy Boone of the Tigers Pin
ner had nine rebounds in the Laker win.
istei Photos by Mae Brandon.
Introducing
DAVID BALENTINE
As a Candidate for Sheriff of Calloway Co in the May Primary
I am 38 years old and reside on Route 3, Murray. I have
had the position of Deputy Sheriff from May 1974 to June
1975, at which time I became Chief Deputy.
I am married to the former Retta Jones of Trigg County
and am a member of HardinzBerkley Masonic Lodge, Mo.
567; Murray Fraternal Order orPolic*, Chapter 2 3; and at-%
tend the Northside Baptist Church in Almo.
If elected I promise to: •
*Maintain longer office hours during the tax «ille( ting
season;
*Work at lowering the car inspection fee; --
*Be available as a I time sheriff at all times and with the
help, of the fiscal cdj would like for a 24 hour patrol in
the county to be initia
I feel that I am experienced and qualified to serve the
people of CallOway Co4nty. Your considerron and sup-
port will be gr4tly appreeiated.
Advertisement Paid For by The Candidate
PAGES THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER S. TIMES, Saturday, March 5, 1977
82-75 Loss Gives Racers 17-10 Season
Racers Fall To Austin Peay
UP IN ARMS—There are arms everywhere as a host of players grab for a rebound. Racers in
the picture include Zach Blasingame and John Randall (21) while big Ralph Garner of the 'Goys
reaches out too.
(Staff Mattes by Seas Mc(etcimea)
RAP SESSION—Ohio Valley Conference Coach of the Year Fred Overton discusses the game
plans with his club during a timeout. Murray, which was 9-17 last year, finished with a 17-10
season record this year.
Yankees Await Approval
To Play Games In Cuba
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — The New York
Yankees are awaiting
Baseball Commissioner Bowie
Kuhn's approval to play
exhibition games in Cuba next
month on an indirect in-
vitation from Cuban Premier
Fidel Castro.
"We're ready and willing.











CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS




Gabe Paul said Friday at the
team's training camp here.
Kuhn ) has other ideas.
He wants an all-star team to
go, not individual clubs. Until
he changes his mind we can't
get clearance."
In a news conference Friday
in Washington, Secretary of
State Cyrus Vance said he
supports Castro's proposal
that the countries exchange
athletic teams.
That put official approval on
the Yankees and also for a
combined 10-man basketball
team from the South Dakota'
and South Dakota State
universities. The Yankees
want to visit the island April 1-
3.
Asked if the Yankees
specifically requested Kuhn's
permission, Paul said: "Let's
put it this way—he has ap-
proached us."
In New York, Kuhn said:
Our interest in Cuba con-
tinues. but that's as far as we
can go. I will not and caplet
make any further statements
at this time."
Castro's first feeler to the
Yankees was extended before
Christmas through David Le-
Fevre, a New York-based
lawyer with contacts in Cuba.
Le-Fevre said he has been in
frequent contact about the
matter with Cuban officials
and Kuhn's office.
The Yankees already are
scheduled to play exhibition
games April 1-3 against the
Baltimore Orioles, the
University of North Carolina
and the Detroit Tigers. Paul
said any conflict could be
ironed out if permission is
granted for the trip to Cuba.
In other spring training
If'You Can Alford A Second Car
You Can Afford Your Own
Swimming Pool
Our Pre-Season Special Can
Our Pre-Season Special Can Save You Over $1,000
Your pool will be an investment which will im-
mediately increase the value of your home and con-
tinue to appreciate in value as real estate and con-
struction costs rise. Operation and maintenance costs
are low. Save money on transportation, vacation, and






Call 488-9667 Collect to Arrange /






signed third baseman Mike
Schmidt, the major league
home run leader, to a six-year
contract for around $2 million.
Asked if the long-term pact
could tone down some of his
incentive, Schmidt said: "I
made $120,000 last year and
never thought about it one
time while I was on the field. I
tried to carry the same per-
sonality out on the field and
just play ball."
—Dave Kingman of the New
York Mets, runner-up to Sch-
midt in the home run derby,
remained unsigned and called
the Mets' front office
"conservative."
Said Kingman, who
reportedly is seeking a five-
year pact worth $3 million:
"They want to keep things
normal when all you have to
do is look at what other clubs
are paying to know they are
not normal at all."
—The Cleveland Indians,'
signed star" pitcher Dennis_
Eckersley for three years and
rookie hurler Tom McGough
for one.
—The Texas Rangers lost
the services of left-hander
Roger Moret beellise of a
circulatory problem in his
-arm ?hat may require
surgery. Moret came to the,
Rangers from Atlanta in a
multi-player trade that sent





NEW' YORK ( API — Steve
Cauthen, the apprentice
jockey who has been piling up
winners with record speed,
managed only one victory
before seven straight losses on
his mounts Friday.
The triumph aboard Make
Our Move broke a 13-race
slump for the 16-year-old but
was followed by losses on four
consecutive races from the
fifth through the eighth in the
mud at Aqueduct.
Cauthen rides at _Golden
Gate Fields in California
today, the likely handler of
favored Make Amends in the
$150,000 California "Derby.
He'll race _Sunday at Santa
Anita in the $250,000 Santa
Anita Handicap to complete a
weekend triple of tracks.
By GENE McCUTCHEON
Murray Ledger & Times
Editor
CLARKSVILLE, Tn. —
Austin Peay's Ralph Garner
was out to prove a point
Friday night when he took the
floor against the Murray State
Racers in the opening round of
the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament ... and prove it he
did.
Garner,. the Peay's 6-8
senior center, was reported to
be more than slightly upset
because he was not selected to
the all-OVeteam earlier in the -
week.
He proceeded to show his
worth by ripping the nets at a
100 per cent clip (10 of 101
from the field and added two




Calvin Garrett's 21 points, led
APSU to an 82-75 win over the
Racers, despite the never-say-
die hustle of Coach Fred
Overton's MSU team.
Five Racers, led by junior
Mike Muff with 17, scored in
double figures in the losirg
effort. Seniors_ Grover
Woolard and Zech
Blasingame, playing their last
game in an MSU uniform,
picked up 13 and 15 points
respectively. Jimmy Warren
was just behind Muff with 16
points and John Randall
added 12.
APSU, which has beaten
Murray on two previous oc-
casions this season and
captured the OVC regular-
season crown with a 13-1
league mark, held the lead all
night except for a five-minute
sprell late in the first half.
Jimmy Warren put the
Racers on top for the first time
in the game, 25-24, on a five-
foot jumper with 5:41
remaining in the half. MSU
expanded the lead to three
points on two occasions in the
next few minutes, but Garrett
put APSU back on top 36-35 by
making both ends of a one-
plus-one to end the scoring in
the half.
The Peay came out red-hot
following intermission, hitting
their first ten attempts from
the field and outscoring
Murray 14-4 in the early
minutes of the half to pull out-
in front by 12, 51-39, with 15:52
remaining.
During the next 12 minutes,
the Governors maintained a
lead of at least 10 points, and
pulled out to a 15 point lead on
two occasions.
Late in the game the
Racers, who struggled
valiantly all night against the
overpowering Governors,
made a last-ditch effort at
pulling the contest out of the,
fire.
The Murray rally began
when Glen Jackson, who came
in when Warren fouled out,
made a steal with 2:50
remaining and drove down the
floor for a layup to cut APSU's
lead to nine, 78-69. Garner
countered by sinking one of
two free throw attempts to put
the Govs back on top by ten.
With 2:27 left in the game,
Woolard hit a jumper from 22
feet to narrow the Peay's lead
to eight points, 79-71. Woolard
was then fouled by Phil Mayo
but was unable to convert the
first shot on the bonus free-
throw.
Austin Peay grabbed the
rebound and went into a fast-
moving four-corner offense,
running a, minute and six
seconds off the clock before
Randall was forced to foul
Garrett in an attempt to get
the ball back for Murray.
Garrett missed the first at-
tempt on the one-plus-one and
the Racers' Blasingame was
fouled by Garrett in the
rebound scuffle.
Again, Murray was unable
to make good the free throws
and Austin Peay maintained
the eight point lead with 1:02
remaining.
After working the ball down
court against Murray's sticky
press, Mayo put -the Gover-
nors back on top by 10 with a
driving layup to make the
score 81-71 with only 49
seconds remaining.
Suffolk Downs
BOSTON (API — The
horses are off and running
again at Suffolk Downs.
After being closed for one
week because of a weather-
clobbered racing strip, the
track reopened.Friday.
Woolard pulled the Racers
back to within eight by sinking
two free throws but Garrett
added a charity shot for APSU
to move the Governors'
margin back up to nine, 82-73,
with only 36 seconds
remaining.
Randall ended the scoring
by dropping in a layup with 11
seconds left, cutting the
Peay's winning spread to
Reflecting on the opening
minutes of the second half,
MSU coach Fred Overton said
following- the game:. -- -
"We missed a couple of
easys and they hit a couple of
toughies. The pace of the
game was the big thing,"
Overton added, indicating that
keeping Austin Peay from
running with the ball was one
thing that kept the Racers in
the game.
"We didn't let them get
loose on the boar', either,"
Overton added in pi•aising his
team.
One deciding factor in the
outcome of the game was in
the field goal category.
Murray State hit 16 of 32 in the
first half for an even 50 per
cent and 18 of 30 in the second
half for a tremendous 60 per
cent making a combined total
for the night of 34 of 62 from
the fielidLat a very respectable
54.8 per cent.
But while Murray was
shooting 50 per cent in the first
half and 60 per cent in the
second, the Governors bet-
tered them in the opening
period by 'hitting 15 of 29 (51.7











fg-fga ft-Its rb pf tp
Howard 5-11 2-2 7 4 12
Garrett 8-11 5-7 3 3 21
Garner .  10-10 7 2 22
Jackson . 4-6 4-5 4 2 12




7-12 3-3 4 2 17
  7-12 1-5 7 3 15
6-12 0-2 10 4 12
6-11 0-0 0 5 16
5-14 3-4 2 4 13
0-0 0-0 0 1 0
-,9-T 0 0 0
1-1 0-0 1 1 2
34-62 7-15 32 29 75
MisV• emy
Greene--------1-4 0-2 5 2
• Mason 0-1 0-0
Mayo  1-3 1-2



















bottom out of the net by hitting
19 or 27 for a 70.3 second
half percentage, I game total
of 34 of 56 and a 60.7 per-
centage.
Austin Peay will meet the
Blue Raiders of Middle
Tennessee State University at
7:30 p. m. tonight in Dunn
Center to decide the OVC's
representative in the NCAA
Mideast Regional at Baton
Rouge, La., next week. MTSU
blew Morehead State
University out of the gym by
the score of 92-70 in the
-opening game of last night's
action.
BIG NIGHT FOR BIG JOHN—Sophomore forward John Randall completed his first season as a
Racer Friday night by hitting for 12 points and grabbing down 10 rebounds. Defending is Phil
Mayo (25) of Austin Peay.
(Staff Photos ItY Goa, McCatdaten)




This is an independent
businessman.
He makes his own
deliveries. Nes his'
own selling. Keeps his
own books. To us,
he's just a paperboy.
This space contributed by the publisher
T.
j.4111101011111114 (itermis
But 50(170 of the people
on earth make lower
incomes than he does.
That's right
With a part-time'
job, he pArns more
money than half the
-people on earth.
-Because h works
in a system that's ,
made this the wealth-
iest country on earth.
Free Enterprise.
Sometimes we forget















Friday At His Home
Jim McCreery, age 71, of
Hazel Route Two, died Friday
at 10 p.m. at his home.
Survivors include the
widow, Rosie A. Parker
McCreery, Hazel Route Two;
one sister, B.N. LeDuke, of
Tiptonville, Tenn.; one
brother, George, Route Five.
He was a member of the
New Hope Baptist Church in
Detroit. Funeral
arrangements are incomplete
• at this time, and friends may
call at the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home after two p.m.
today..
- Jolly fregan Will
Speak Here For
Presbyterians
Jolly Freeman of the
Paducah Mental Health
Center will be the guest
speaker at the 10:45 a. m.
worship services on Sunday.
March 6, at the First
Presbyterian Church, 16th and
Main Streets, Murray.
His sermon topic will be
"Baldness Is No Disad-
vantage" with scripture from
Psalms 23 and Mark 2 7 1-12 .
Kathy Mowery will Serve as
choir director with Jim Wright
as organist.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a. m. Nursery facilities are
available.
Family night dinner will be
held Sunday at six p. m. in the
church fellowship hall with
this being "men's night in the
kitchen." Each one is invited
to attend.
The session meeting will be
held Tuesday at seven p. m.
and adult choir rehearsal will
be at 6:45 p. m. Wednesday.
Guest speaker. for the
worship services on March 13




To Hear Dr. Roos
The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos
will speak on the subject,
"The High Price of
Forgiveness" at the 10:45 a.
m. worship services on
Sunday, March 6, at the First
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ).
Margaret Porter will direct
the choir as they sing the
anthem, "Lord, Thou Hast
Searched Me Out" by Willan
with Jane Prince as organist.
The worship leader will be
Jean Fleming with Danny
Fleming and John McFerron
as candle lighters. Greeters
will be Kermit Halstead and
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Hedges.
Elders serving will be Dr. A.
H. Titsworth and Lyle Un-
derWood. Jim Clopton, Dr.
Ron Cella, Robert Hopkins,
Don McCord, and Lenvel
Yates will serve as deacons.
Sunday School will be held
at 9:30 a. m.
The youth choir will meet at
five p. m. Sunday followed by
supper for the youth at 5:30 p.
m. and group meetings at six
p. m.
The Rev. Charles E. Timberlake and family will be
honored on the seventh anniversary of his pastorate at
the St. John's Baptist Church on Sunday, March 6. He is
pictured here with his wife, Virgil Washington Tim-
berlake, and their two daughters, Noretha, age six, and
Oierri, age ten months. The Rev. T. R. Cunningham and
the Rev. H. W. Hornbuckle, assistant ministers of St.
John's, will conduct the morning service, and the af-
ternoon speaker at three p.m. will be the Rev. Eugene
Oglesby, pastor of Western Oak Grove, Springville, Tn.
"Rev. Timberlake received his B. A. degree at the
American Baptist College, Nashville Tn.
-Missionary From Atlanta Speaker
Sunday At First Baptist Church
Mrs. Billy Mitchell, home
rnissionagi_Icom Atlanta, Ga.,
will be the speaker at the
seven p.m. worship services
on Sunday, March 6, at the
First Baptist Church as a part
of the program for the ob-
servance of the Week of
Prayer for Home Missions.
The guest speaker will
discuss the various phases of
Mrs. Billy Mitchell
-Home Missionary
home mission work with
emphasis on Interfaith Wit-
ness in world missions con-
ferences, camps, assemblies,
and WMU meetings. Her
husband is Director of Jewish
work and is the associate
director in the Department of
Interfaith Witness of the
Southern Baptist Home
Mission Board in charge of
field ministries and promotion
at Atlanta.
Mrs. Mitchell is a native of
Barren County and attended
Western Kentucky State
University, Bowling Green.
At the evening service a
duet will be sung by Mrs. Ron
Wright and Mrs. Bill Whit-
taker, along with special
selections by the Adult Choir,
directed by Joan Bowker.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Bill Whittaker, will speak
on the subject, "The Cross and
"SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
IC=H
1975 Mercury Bobcat Wagon — Extra nice, low mileage,
AM-FM, Air, Power, Automatic, Local Car.
1976 Gremlin — Clean, Low Mileage, Automatic, Local
Car.
1973 Ford Maverick — Extra Clean, Automatic, Air,
Power Steering, New Tires, Low Mileage, Local Car..
1972 Datsun 2H02 —4 Speed With Air.
1975 Plymouth Valiant — Automatic, Air, Power, Low
Mileage, Local Car.
1976 Ford F250 — Good Clean Local Truck With
Automatic, Power Steering and Power Brakes.










The Family" at the 10:45 am.
worship services on Sunday
with the scripture to be from
John 19:25-27. The ordinance
of baptism will be obserVed at
the service.
Karen Hussung, missionary
during the summer to Mon-
tana, will give a "Home
Mission Testimony" and Dr.
Gil Mathis will: serve as
deacon of the week. Special
music will be by the Adult
Choir, and also by an en-
semble with Judy Henry as
soloist.
Dr. Ray Moore will direct
the song service with Mrs.
Bowker as organist and Mrs.
G. M. Knight as pianist.
Taking the offering on
Sunday will be Gil Mathis,
Paul Mansfield, J. B.
Burkeen, Kevin Lawson, Tim
Shown, Eddie Jones, and
James Morris.
Volunteer nursery workers




Calvin Morris, and Carol
Fields, Misses Karen Bailey,
Mary Morris, Julie Sams, and
Angie McDougal, and Mr. and
Mrs. Ralph Darnell.




Holy Communion will be
celebrated by St. John's
Episcopal Church, Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, on
Sunday, March 13, at 9:45 a.
m. with the Rev. Stephen
Davenport, vicar of the
church, as celebrant.
Mike Shore will be acolyte.
Ushers will be Ben Arm-









Williamson, minister of the
Sinking Spring Baptist
Church, will speak at the
eleven a. m. and 6:45 p. m.
worship services on Sunday,
March 6, at the church. L. D.
Warren, deacon of the week,
will assist.
"There's Coming A Day"
will be the selection by the
Adult Choir with Tommy Scott
as director, Mrs. Scott as
pianist, and Miss Judy Hughes
as organist.
Gary and Martha Covey will
be. in charge of Children's
Church for the month of
March. Bus driver for March
is Gerald Cooper, phone 753-
5677. -
This Sunday will be Building
Fund Day in the church.
Sunday School will be at ten a.
m. and Church Training at six
p. m.
The youth will meet at 5:30
p. m. for choir practice and
will sing ain the Sunday
evening service.
Volunteer nursery workers
this week will be Mr. and Mrs.
Jack Watkins and Mrs. Judy
Smotherman.
The Week of Prayer for
Home Missions will be ob-
served during the coming
week with Bro. James Chiu,
home missionary worker with
the Chinese, speaking at
Sinking Spring Church on,
Tuesday at ten m.
Zero Based Budgeting Is The
Word In Kentucky Government
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
The word in Kentucky
government finance circles
this year is zero based
budgeting. Well, sort of.
A number of states used the
concept, which aims at
squeezing fat out of budgets
and perhaps saving citizens
from tax increases.
Under zero based budgeting
(ZBB), each new or existing
governmental program must
be justified in its entirety each
time a new budget is for-
mulated.
Kentucky will begin
drawing up its two-year
budget this summer.
- -"rho- current biennium ends
June 30, ,1978, so the new
Dr. James Chiu To
Speak, Memorial,
Sunday Morning
Dr. James Chiu who works
in the Language Missions
Department as pastor of
Chinese living in Anaheim,
Calif., will speak to all adults
Ikof the Memorial Baptist
Church during the Sunday
School hour at 9:40 a. m. on
Sunday, March 6.
Other classes will be held in
the various departments of the
Sunday School.
The Rev. Jerrell White,
pastor of the church, will,
speak at the 10:50 a. m..
worship services with Tommy
Wilkins serving as deacon of
the week.
R,ob and Ann Lough will
present special music along
with a special selection by the
Sanctuary Choir, directed by
the Rev. Ron Hampton with
Margaret Wilkins as organist
and Dianne Dixon as. pianist.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed
during the seven p. m. worship
service with the pastor
bringing the evening message
and special music being
presented.
Church Training will be held
at six p. m.
Deacons and pastors will





"Deacons & The Rest Of
Us" will be the subject of the
sermon by Bro. John Dale at
the 8:30 a.m. and 10:40 a.rn
worship services on Sunday.
March 6, at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ
Reading the scripture from
Acts 6:1-4 will be Steve Gough
at 8:30 and Amos Hill at 10.40
Serving at 8:30 a.m. will be
Tommy Carraway, an-
nouncements, Alan Jones,
song service, Howell Clark
and Lenice Fisk, prayers. and
Charles Reed and Bruce
McManus, serving The Lord's
Supper.
Earl Nanny will make the
announcements and Jerry
Bolls will direct the song
service at 10:40 with prayers
to be led by Stafford Curd and
Ottis Valentine, and Wayne
Wilson and-Ed Timmerman to
serve The Lord's Supper.
Marilyn Howard will be the
teen nursery attendant.
Bro. Dale will speak on the
subject, "If I Be Lifted lip" at
the six p.m. worship service
with Eddie Rogers to' read the
scripture from John 12732-36.
Mr. Carraway will make the
announcements, Mr. Bolls
direct the song service, and
Ken Hopkins and Gene
Roberts leading in prayers.
Serving on Extension
Department Sunday will be
Bernice Wilferd, David
Wright, Randy Wright, and
Ray Karraker.
The men serving the'
audience for The Lord's
Supper during March at 8.30
will be Frank Rougemont.
Charles Haley, J. R. Watson,
Loyd Thompson, Lonnie Film
and Kevin McManus; and at
10:40 will be Roy Harmon,




Bus drivers for March will
be Donald Roberson, Richard
Duke, Jack Ward, and Max
Farley. Nursery attendants
for March will be Peggy
Carraway, Agnes Payne. Toni
Bohannon, Carolyn Farrell,
I,onnie Rayburn, Becky
Phillips, Stacy Owen, Jilta
Carson and Susan Sarnmtns.
Bible study will be held at
9:40 a.m. The Elders and
Deacons will meet at three
p.m. Sunday, and the Ladies
Bible Class will be at 9:30 a.m.
, Tuesday.
budget would extend through
June 30, 1980.
Go. Julian Carroll seemed
entranced by ZBB shortly
after taking office, when it
seemed possible every agency
indeed could start from




Bro. Kenneth Hoover will
preach on the subject,
"Priceless Ingredients For A
Great Church," at the 10:30 a.
m. and six p. iii. worship
services on Sunday, March 6,
at the University Church of
Christ.
The song service will be
directed by Ernie —Bailey.
Larry Dunn will read the
morning scripture with
prayers to be led by Richard
Smith and George Gallagher.
James Feltner and Harold
Grogan will lead the evening
prayers.
W H. Brooks will make the
announcements with Paul
Rogers, Hoyt Like, and Leroy
Eldridge as greeters.
Those serving The Lord's
Supper during March will be
R. B. Barton, Ben Hum-
phreys, Gearl Sister, George
Hodge, Cliff Cochran, Jack
Wilson, Guy Spann, Roy
Starks, and John Simmons.
Nursery workers for Sunday
will be Glenda Newsome, Kay
Ray, DeeDee McGukin, Cindy
Chrisman, Shirley Dunn, arid
Teresa Ford.
Devotional speakers for the
United Christian Student
Center will be Jerry Bolls,
Willard Ails, and Billy Nicks.
A faculty-student coffee Will
be held Thursday at 7:30 p. m.
at the center.
Sunday Bible classes will be
...,a1.930 a. in. Wednesday Bible
Classes are at seven p. m. and
Thursday Ladies Class is at
ten a. m. Elders and deacons




The Grace Baptist Church,
617 South Ninth Street,
Murray, will hear .the pastor,.
the Rev. R. J. Burpoe, speak
at both the 10:45 a. m. and six
p. m. worship services on
Sunday, March 6.
John F. Wood will direct the
music, sing a solo, "It Took A
Mirvle," and direct the adult
choir as they sing "Are Ye
Able Said the Master." Dwane
Jones will be organist and
Anita Underhill will be
pianist Singing will be held at
5:30 p. m. prior to the evening
worship.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. m. with Steve Smotherrnan
as superintendent. Bus driver
for March will be, John Hut-,
son, phone 753-2865. Volunteer
nursery workers will be
Josephine Futrell. Gail Work-
man, Freda Jones, Terri
Downey, and Bonnie Hale.
The deacons will meet
Monday at 6:30 p.m. Teachers
and officers Bible study will
be at 6:30 p. m. Wednesday
prior to the adult prayer
services and business meeting
at seven p. m. Youth Bible





"Do You See The Light?"
will be the subject of the
sermon by the Rev. Dr. James
A. Fisher, Sr., at the 10:50 a.
in. worship services on
Sunday, March 6. at the First
United Methodist Church. His
text will be from Luke 13:31-30
and Philippians 3: 17. 4:1.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by Paul Shahan with Bea
Farrell as organist, will sing
the anthem. "Let Thy Mer-
ciful Ears, Oh Lord," with
Ann Doran as soloist. t"
Church School will be held
at 9:45 a.m. Sunday.
The United Methodist
Church Women will hold its
general meeting at three p. m.
Sunday in the Hale Chapel of
the church with the executive
committee to meet at two p.
m. and coffee to be served at
2:30 p. m. in the social hall.
The final session of the
Mission Study on Africa will
be held Sunday. March 6, at
seven p. m. at the church. -
The Senior High and Junior
High Youth Fellowship groups
will meet at 5:30 p. m. Sunday
followee14,y supper at six p.m.
In a slip of the tongue to a
news reporter in 1975, he said
he would be demanding the
concept for the current
biennium.
But reality intruded—there
was not enough time for
preparation—and the
governor settled for zero
continuation budgeting
ZCB I, which, despite the
change of only one letter in
abbreviation, makes a con-
siderable difference.
But Russell McClure,
secretary of the Department
of . Finance and
Administration, said in an
interview ZBB would be used
-along with ZCR.-- - _
As McClure explains it, the
continuation notion assumes
no additional money will be
available to an agency for the
next biennium.
"Thus, if a department has
been spending $50 million, we
are asking it to tell us what
would happen if the same
amount were available next
time," he said.
"We also hope the depar-
tment will look for touchable




Dr. James S. Wilder, Jr.,
president of Lambuth College,
Jackson, Tn., will preach at
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church on Sunday
morning, March 6.
Dr. Wilder has served
churches in Gatlinburg,
Knoxville, and Chattanooga,
Tennessee, and has been the
president of Lambuth College
since 1962. Lambuth College is
a Liberal Arts College sup-
ported by the ,.Memphis An-
nual Conference-of The United
Methodist Church.
With De. Wilder Sunday
morning will be Miss Melinda
Gilliland, Miss Lambuth
College for 1976. Miss Gilliland
will sing a selection of Gospel
songs.
The South Pleasant Grove
choir, under the direction of
Mrs, L. D. Cook, will also sing.
Mrs. Otto Erwin and Tommy
Gaines will accompany on the
organ and piano.
At 6:00 p. m. Dr. William P.
Mullins, Jr. will continue his
series on the Ten Com-




will follow at 7:00 p. m.
penses and
workers.
On the other hand,
"touchable" costs—to the
concerned agency—are things
like absolutely necessary pay
raises, office expenses that
can't be reduced and workers
who cannot be laid off without
the department collapsing into
chaos.
It depends on the view. But
so it goes under zero con-
-lineation budgeting, and
McClure reports it has worked
pretty well _this biennium.
As for zero based budgeting,
v411,-saidr-ve-'41--demanei.-a-lot--of -
have to be employed in many
areas," McClure said.
That means certain agen-
cies will have to go through
the fiscal exercise of starting
again as though they never
existed.
McClure hesitated to get
specific at this time, but
indicated that obvious targets
are agencies financed by "soft
money," yet another piece of
jargon in the fiscal realm. -




things like uncoordinated pay





Services will be conducted
at the New Providence Church
of Christ Sunday with Bro. Ed
Casteel, church minister,
speaking at both worship
services.
The morning service will be
at 11:00 a. m. with the subject
"A Better Church Begins With
Me." The evening service will
be at 6:00 p. m. and Bro.
Casteel will discuss, "How
Can One Know He Is Saved?"
Bible classes will be con-
ducted at 10;00 a. m. and 5:30
p. in. with classes for all ages
at both periods.
Those assisting in the
worship period will be Clinton
Barrow, Bill Ed Hendon, F. H.
Spiceland, and Bobby
Spiceland, serving The Lord's
supper.
Darrell Mathis will make
the announcements and Bobby
C. Stubblefield will be in
charge of the song service.
A Gospel Meeting will be
held at the New Providence
Church March 28-April 1. Bro.
James W. Boyd of Jackson,
Tn. will be the speaker.
Services will be conducted
each evening at 7:30.
"Soft money" is federal aid
to an agency or program for
perhaps two or three years,
after which Washington bows
out abruptly and the state is
asked to keep the fund faucet
running.
The soft money syndrome
has been a constant irritation
to state finance .experts r-iif
whichever party or faction.
"We will practice ZBB very




Kentucky are a prime
illustration. They were born of
federal aid, with the state
having tittle (input in direction
or operations.
Now that the federal well of
plenty is depleting. McClure
input before we walk in and
put a dime down."
A four-page memorandum
from the finance department
already has gone out to all
agencies, calling for the most
detailed analysis of plans
,through mid-1980. -
The agencies are asked to
provide an- up-to-date chart of
their organizational structure.
They are told to relate
issues which may require
legislation in 1980, including
relevant federal laws.
They are directed to justify
any need for expansion and
how their spending may ,have
deviated from the original
goals.
And they are ordered to
explain any new buildings or
facilities they will need.
Those program memoranda
are supposed to be received by
the Office for Policy and
Management OPM in the
finance agency by March 31.
In July, the state agencies
will get their budget in-
structions and by Sept. 15
must submit proposals for the





spending in the next biennium.
finance officials have in-
dicated services either would
have to be cut selectively or
tax increase might be needed
Carroll, aware that a tax
boost is political poison, has
said he sees no need for new or
added levies during his
tenure.
At the same time, he has
mentioned unexpected costs
under the state's new Judicial
Article that will reorganize
the state court system.
Efficiency Tips
To keep your electric meter spirning as slowly as possible while
maintaining.a comfortable home, here are a few of the more im-
portant energy conservation tips:
1. Insulate. Ceiling, at least 6 inches with an It-v,i lue of 19. Vlo,)r
and walls, 312 inches .r and vapor barrier.
2. Weatherstrip outside doors and caulk windoWs.
3. Install storm windows and doors.
4. When the fireplace isn't being. used, keep the -damper (.1(. q1
5. Keep the heating and cooling system in good condition
6. Keep filters clean.
7. Use the least and coolest water possible for washing clothes
and bathing bodies.
8. Heat at 68 degrees. Cool at 78 degrees.
Apply these efficiency tips. They're conservation at its best.












































































































25 Affirmative 40 Bushy
27 Female deer - - clump
22 New Deal 43 One who
agency gives his life
Unit 1 For a cause
30 Pale 46 Soak
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DEPARTMENT Of TIMESPORTa8K111 '
BUREAU Of HIGHWAYS
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
I/141r rnited 2441 wre Synchra r. r 3.5 -17
 ▪ -viswebet
NO, Boi GOLLY! I'LL STA"(
AND FIGHT! I'LL USE ALL
THE STRENGTH AND TALENT
I POSSESS TO PROVE
Ar1"( CAU5E WAS JUST'.
ARE 'IOU THE KIND LOHO
RUNS FROM A PROBLEM
CHARLIE BROWN?




THIS HAS TO BE A DREAM
•
AgcrliBALD +.1Ai.: 150
5AY5,"WE ARE ALL RIDER&
ON rrli5 SPAcE5,4ir
CALLED EARTA"
THE PHAN7DM'5 "MAJOR" TREASURE
ROOM- IN THE SKULL CAVE,.
T1419 19 ACTUALLY







Sealed bids will be
received by the
Bureau of Highways,





CH, 1977, at which
time bids will be
publicly opened and
read for the im-
provement of:
CALLOWAY COU-
. NTY,SP 18-4588: The
Murray-Calloway







The Bureau of -
Highways hereby
notifies all bidders
that it will af-
firmatively insure
that in any contract
entered into pur-
suant to this ad-
vertisement, minori-
ty business en-
terprises will be af-
forded full op-
portunity to submit
bids in response to
this invitation, and
, will±...; not be
discriminated again-
















available at a cost of












ls for all projects will
be available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals










Retail Display ad -
Classified Display
Classified, Cirrulatt
on and the Business









requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE
1 Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM




(HE S At4AOST TOLEIZAthEsniPEN HE 1449 SOMEONEELSE DO Pi5 THINKiNG
FOR ken
SHE'LL BE HERE GET


































YOUR. NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE
7534333-
5 Lost And Fat, na
FOUND BOSTON BULL
in Vine Street vicinity.

















weekend at Ky. Lake
Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502-
436-8806.
1 

















Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
COLOR • PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot use our rear en-
trance.
PUBLIC NOTICE
THE NEW SOUND of
contemporary country
music is WKYQ-FM93.
This the station that
you folks in Murray Say
you've wanted. A station
that is spontaneous,
informative, tight
hearted ... but... but...
our talk nevers gets in
the way of the mast
unique blend of con-
temporary country
music- . you've ever
heard. If you lutven't
gotten the "Q" habit yet,
then do your musical
ears a favor and tune in
WKYQ-FM93.
DO YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
Plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-

















WOOD FOR SALE, Oak
or Hickory. $12.50 rick
delivered. Call 437-4731
or 437-4346.
EASY MAILING work REMOTE\ CONTROL
from your home. Earn airplane) and 4 ch.
from m4= weekly__ _ teratlincsrtvt tter, gun
For information send , stereo chair,
stamped self addressed drag motorcycle. Will be


















Dallas, Texas. For in-
terview Opportunity
send resume to Jim


































in maintenance and food
services. Call or write
Personnel Office,
Murray State Univer-
sity, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 762-2146. Af-
firmative Action Em-













Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
„ your opportunity to
make good Money as a
sales -person. If in-






Up and detail man. If
you're good - give me a
call. Excellent op-










Call 527-1315 or 474-8854-









Size 14. Jeans and knit
pants, assorted sizes.
Also used Color T. V.
Call 753-7289, after 5 p.
m.
TOBACCO STICKS for




sizes, all densities. Cut.,
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.
SLIDING GLASS door for
sale. 6' x 6'8". Call 435-
4127.
PLATEGLASS DISPLAY
case. 8' long, 35" high,
18" deep, 3 rear doors.








SLI1 chainsaw with 24
inch bar. New bar, roller
nose and chain. Saw in
good condition. Price
$110. Call 753-7580 after
5.













Leafed 61h mats West if
Nezel. Gs west is Stet*
Ulm et Neu, 51/2 ales,
tens left gel Wk.
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. Li price,
to trade 2 for 1 bookrack.










chains, it" or 404 pitch.
Enough , for 12" bar,






$15.00 and antique solid
walnut bed, $135. Call
7534648.
HIDE-A-BED SOFA




and green floral ,couch,
$75. Wood table and 6


















500 Maple-Street. Free-- -
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
Upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting ,
;45.00. We rebuild your I




1972 3,000 FORD tractor
in good condition. Three
14" plows. John Deere 2
row drill. Call 436-2383.
544-D III TRACTOR,
farms!! type, 4-14"
plows, 101/2' wheel disc,
7' bush hog chisel plow, I
row tobacco setter, 4
wheel Oliver wagon. 300
gallon fuel tank on
stand. Call 753-0747.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1444 6865, •
Paducah, Ky.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog, -





truck tool boxes, $89.95.
Standard boxes, 479.95.











condition with plow and




345-2633 for Farm Fan




LIKE NEW FOOT control
Minn-Kota trolling
motor. Call 753-4978
after 5 p. m.
_ 11/2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35 h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
14 FT. WIZARD boat, 50
h. p. Mercury and
trailer. Call 753-8806
before 5, 753-9643 after-5.





curtains, front and back
cover. Plus a complete
storage cover. 8 track
tape player. Call (502)
354-6546 after 5.
14' POLARCRAFT boat,
motor and trailer. 200
amp trailer pole.
Camper topper for long
wheel base pickup. Call
437-4846.





GIBSON S-G GUITAR for
sale. Gretch Arrip. Call
7534199 after 6. • --
1
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27 Mobile Hue Sales
1971 HOWARD JOHN-
SON, 12 x 70, partially
furnished. Two
bedroom, large bath and
living room. Small
utility with washer and
dryer hookups. Un-
derpinning. Call after 5
p. m. 753-1493.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rento.at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
36 For Rert Or lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
38 Pets Supplies
CV.STOM MATTRESS EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 703
made any size for an- bedroom mobile home,
tique beds or campers. electric heat and central
Riry- direct -and save -on- _n__ heated_
all mattresses„ workshop. New 4" deep
Healthopedic or foam. well. Water pipe to all 8
WEST KY. MATTRESS, acres. All within 2 years
1136 South 3rd, Paducah, old. Beautiful location.





Drive to Cuba and save.
We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
NEW 23 CHANNEL CB
radios. Full power, full
modulation, fully
guaranteed. $47.88.
. Antennas, trunk or roof








and 2 speakers, pc.
Wilson V-Quad CB beam
antenna, $50. Stardustei
CB antenna, $25. Knight




$18. Radio Shack Best T.
V. rotor, control, and 60
ft. cable, $40. USL
contact 8, 8 channel CB
radio, tube type, $40.
Call 753-9845 after 5.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 DOUBLE WIDE in
Riviera Cis, Un-
furnished, would con-
sider trading for car,
boat, etc. Call 753-3672.




reduced. Call 753-5287 or
753-0839.
FOR SALE - 1974
Schultz 14 x 70, 3
bedroom, all electric
central air condition,
and heat, steps, deck,





bedroom, 2 bath, stove
and refrigerator.
Central air and heat.
Call 753-4827.





per month. One mile out
of city limits. Call 753-




32. Apartments For Rent
GARAGE APARTMENT,
4 rooms up, 2 down.
Water furnished and















Central heat and air.
Call 753-9741 after 5.
33. Room' For Rent
ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510.
34. Houses For Rent
ROOMS UNFURNISHED
or whole house, 1 mile
from city limits. Call
7534347.
FIVE ROOM house for 2
people. No pets. Good
references. Call 753-
7449.
35 Farms For Rent
30 ACRES OF land for
rent. Out Penny Road.
Call 753-0676,
36 For Rent Or lease
1.86 ACRES OF dark fired
tobacco for rent. Call
753-5701.
Invitation To Bid
The Murray Natural Gas System and City of
Murray, Kentacky, will receive bids for the in-
stallation of a chain link fence for the Murray
Natural tias System. Bids will be received until
12:00 a.m. on the 9th day of March 1977, at the
Murray Natural Gas System Office, City Hall
Building, Murray, Kentucky. All necessary
labor, materials, equipment, tools and services
required for complete installation shall be in-
cluded in the base bid. Specifications and plans
are on file at the Murray Natural Gas Office,
City Hall Building, 5th and` Poplar Street,
Murray, Kentucky. The City of Murray reserves




If you plan on doing any of these and




-Quality That Will Please'
753-57V.
FOX TERRIER puppies.




puppies, 2 months old.
Also 3 year old female
St. Bernard and 6 month
old female white Ger-
man Shepard. Call 753-
6412 or 753-0957 after 4.
FOR SALE two year old
Male German Shepherd,
excellent trained guard
dog. Also red female
Doberman. Would make
a nice pet. Call 753-1461.
SALE BY OWNER 80
acres fenced, 3 ponds, 30
tendable. Blacktop road.
Near Hazel. 25,000. Call
498-8376.
NICE OLDER two
bedroom frame home in
central part of town.
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
painted on the outside.
Ideal for a retired
couple or young couple
just starting
housekeeping. Priced
under $10,000.00. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main Street, Phone 753-
0101 or 753-5921.
PANORAMA SHORES.
1008 sq. ft. 3 bedroom
lake house for rent-
annual least, $195. Lake





LOTS - LOTS - LOTS -
We still have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivision.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at










202 Sof% 4th Street
Phone 7S3.32i3
BY OWNER -5 acre mini
farm with nearly new
modern brick home, 8
miles from Ky. Lake on
Highway 94. Ap-
proximately 2500 sq. ft.





be seen to appreciate.
Phone after 6 p. m. for
appointment, 753-2957.
SIX CAR SHOP. Located
approximately 2 miles
out 121 South. Call 753-
3828.
1/2 ACRES ON 94 East
with new 28 x 60 ft.
business building with
large office. Two rest
rooms, deep well, 475 ft.
highway frontage. Ideal,
for most any type
business. Nice 7 acre
building lot with good
old frame house. High-
way on two sides. Seven
miles East. Only $14,500.
11/2 acre building lot with
good well, near Hardin,
Only $2,250. Galloway
Realty, 505 Main Street,
phone 753-5842.
,00





"‘HAn_-ro 1HE CHIEF` )e OUT
BLUEGRASS IS IN."
43. Real Estate
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
ONE OF THE few Bed-
ford stone houses built in
Murray. This fine home
has 21/2 baths, family
room, tile patio, and
either four pedrooms, or
3 bedrooms and • one
large room that has a
private entrance which
could be used for office
or beauty shop. House is
on a corner lot and close
to schools, hospital and
downtown. All rooms
have been repainted and
.the floors have wall to




187 ACRES, four miles
south of Puryear, Tn.
115-120 acres of open




PARADISE - 2 lots in
the Ky. Lake
Development area
approximately 75' x 100'
each and 1 bedroom
mobile home. Ideal for
summer living and
relaxation or a weekend
hide away. Call or come
by 105 N. 12th,BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE, 753-8080.
BUSINESS LOT - 60 x
320, rented house, good
location, only $11,000.
Good three bedroom
house on 2.3 acres, city
water, 5 miles out 121
South, only $17,500. Also
1969 4 door Chevelle,
$600. C. 0. Bondarant
Realty, 753-9954, or 753-
3460.
NEW LISTING -




large kitchen, two utility
rooms, 21 x55 basement:
21/2 acre wooded lot.
Under 30. We also have a
four bedroom home just












Located on two wooded
acres. Low 30s. Call 753-
1492 today. Loretta Jobs
Realtors is quickly




Realty, 711 Main. We
have had many inquiries
regarding' all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact us at ,753-
1722. Also if you have
beeu wanting to pur-
chase acreage, contact
us for an update on
properties listed for sale
in Calloway County. We
at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a
complete range of Real
44. Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE by
owner. Desirable
location. Scenic view.
One of the few nice
residential lots left in
this area. Located at
corner of Oak Drive and
Henry Street. Call 753-
5970.
46 Homes For Sale
OWNER MOVING out of
state. Three bedroom
home, good location.
Nice large lot. Call 753-
1961.
THREE BEDROOM, ILI
bath, brick home 1312
Kirkwood Dr. Call 753-
7504.






753-4978 after 5 p. m.
1949 GRAND PRIX, good




shift_ _Ready  to work._ _
$850. Call 492-8502.
1974 CADILLAC SEDAN
De Ville. Low mileage,
new tires, white ex-
terior, green interior
with white seats. $5995.
1976 Cadillac Coupe De








$1750. Can be seen at
Murray Sand Co. or by
calling 437-4817.
1972 BLAZER, four wheel





stick, priced right to
move fast. See Bob Cook
at Hazel, Ky. No phone
calls.
1971 MONTE CARLO,
good condition. Call 753-
8738.
WILL SELL for $19,950 or




Econoline. Six cylinder,Mayfield. Two bedroom
standard shift. Call 489-frame house with 2 lots "
2613.in Lynn Grove. Call 753-
4953 from 8-4:313
FIVE ACRES with 3
bedroom brick home,
plenty of outbuildings
with shade trees in yard.
11/2 miles from town.




nursery or family. Call
753-9799.
BY OWNER 3 bedroom
brick, den and dining
room, excellent con-
dition. 1702 College
Farm Road, price been
reduced. Call 753-5287 or
753-0839.
BY OWNER -7 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
trees on 641 South. Will
accept offers. Call 753-
0154.
MUST SELL!! Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.




bike. Ride All day .for
pennies charge
overnight Ideal for
commuting to town or to
classes. Priced to sell.
Call 753-6564
1974 XL350 HONDA 8,000
miles. New chain and




Only 1500 miles. Call
After 4 p. in. 753-3143.
YAMAHA MINI Enduro.
Motorcycle trailer. 1975
Honda 550 kour with
windjammer Call 753-
=26.
49 Used Cars & I ucks
1974 DODGE CHARGER,
excellent condition. All






Call 753-7947 or 753-8182.
1970 DODGE CORONET.
Excellent condition.
Priced to sell. Call 753-
8624, after 6 p. m.
1963 FORD customized
van, _mag wheels, a






after 6 p. m.
1971 BUICK ELECTRA
225, 4 door hardtop, air
and all power. Price
$1475. Call after 5:30 p.
m. 753-4974.
FOR SALE OR TRADE,
1974 Volkswagen
Dasher, automatic,
radial tires, red, good
gas mileage. Call 753-
5447 after 5 p. m.
1964 BUICK SKYLARK
wagon. Excellent
hunting and fishing car.
$200. Call 753-7765.




and has good tires.
8950.00. Phone 354-6217.
1975 CUTLASS SALON, 2
door coupe, 24000 miles.
Power windows, door
locks, trunk locks, AM-
FM tape. Cruise control,
$4200 'firm. Call 753-8730
or if no answer, 753-6965.
1976 GRAND PRIX,,
24,000 miles. $4,900. Call
753-9563.
1973 CUTLASS Supreme,
one owner, low mileage.
Call 753-6597.




Needs top cover and




new by owner July 76.
Loaded with extras. Low
mileage. Like new. Must
sell. Call 7534784.
•
1968 CHEVY PICKUP 6
969 FORD GALAXIE 500 cyl. straight shift, with
station wagon, full tool box. Low miles in
Estate Service. Phone - power, runs good. Looks good condition. 8875.00. job. Free estimate
us today- gonet
49 Used Los A Truths
1972 BARRACUDA,
power, air, automatic,
bucket seats, new tires,
E. T. wheels, blue,
black. Excellent con-













Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p. m.
_741._Goodril",grein_r°_1_W truck. bet_ lieo LICENSET_RTrA F aricEgaLsE











car for restoring. Price








dition. $1250. Call 489-





and brakes. 327 engine, 4
door, $450. Call after 5 p.
m.753-621l. ,
1172 AUDI 110 LS. Air,
automatic, AM-FM.
New radial tires. -Glyn
Gordon, 753-5312 or 753-
7773. $1900.
1968 FORD PICKUP, 1963
Ford 6 cylinder, really
nice. Also 100 egg in-
cubator, cheap. Call 436-
2628.
FOR SALE: 1974 Vega










1$' CAMPER - sleeps
four, contact Gunner
Nance at 753-4015 or 753-
8300
16' TRAILER, camper.



















replacement for homes -




- Center. Phone 753-0180.
FOR YOUR SEPTIC
TANK .ad backhoe
work needs call John


















Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
ELECTRICAL WIRING





rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy
7534381,
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates_
WILL DO inside or out-





service on top Jobs and
take down. Pruner work
and dead wooding. Call
7534256,
WILL REPAIR and in-
stall T. V. antennas,







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




ficient service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
en all stump removal.





SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs.
SALE: KIRBY Carpet
Care. •Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room
would only be $8.00. Call
Mike Hutchens, 753-0359.
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete











form to your home or










PAINTING interior and -
exterior. Texture ceiling
and sheetrock finishing.




carpenter work or light
-hauling. Call 753-4707.
FOR CERAMIC* tile,
patio and sidewalk tiles.











bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
14 („Jiumn
NINE PUPPIES to give
away. Part Labrador.
Call 753-4353 after 1:30.
HALF LABRADOR and
half black and tan pup
Call 753-3229
FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. •Black and
, - white. Female. Sweet




All Items Will Be Under Roof in Case of Rain. I
Place: 1509 Oxford Drive, Canterbury Estates. Date:
Friday, March 4 and Setwday, Mora S. Timis: 1:00
a.m. elI 5:00 p.m. ascii day.
For Sale: Various household and kitchen items,
quilts, toys, games, shoes, and clothing of all sizes
for men, women, and junior gilrs. r dressing rooms
will be provided for clothing. i Lots of Odds and En-
ds!!
Everything is priced to sell!
For Information, 753-7737
We SEll Murray
Neel leo& Ners's *Ore let Hes ideal to. eertlisiiing or
playlet New N. *ere mew tor I.e. or Steiy. Neer University
134,000-
tev. thc. We Moo hal bones with lied 3 ecres Ono neer
Potter/ewe sad sae aim Nee Concord. heti on very livable con-
/Shen. Priced et $11,000 I $11,000. Get s nom, ee Wail But
teary,
levesters 40.3 Ilth Street hes house end opt .ents to. 5135
Mow hespitel T. e leek
Cherry Cornet • Tette • leeli et this 3 bedroom ivicb Noe en 1
salts. Lott of triode Rieke it pretty. Also hes deal* cat garage •
CAN foe •••aawmatt
Wilson
Insurance and Real Estate Agency, Inc.
ISIS. tith Meese: 7534243
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EURIE GARLAND JAMES M LASSITER
Car Dealer Attorney
JAMES E GARRISON
President, Ryan Milk Company
WELLS OVERBEY
Attorney
HUGH GINCLES I WELLS PURDOM, Sr
Retired Retired













A Vs, SIMMONS, 'IR
E xecutive Vice President
MAX BEALE
F irst Vice President
10E PAT WARD



































Cash and Due from Banks 4,036,898 3,188,964
Investment Securities
U. S. Government 9,776,005 9,091,797
Federal Agencies 2,152,554 1,152,998.
State & Municipal 8,132,015. 7,291,173.
Federal Funds Sold 9,000,000 7,250,000.
Loans & Discount, Gross 47,341,967 41,929,231.
Less Unearned Discount 1,263,933 1,045,675.
Reserve for Loss on Loans 270,617 243,468.
Loans & Discount, Net 45,807,417 40,640,088
Bank Premises & Equipment 2,746,399 1,986,109
Other Real Estate Owned 44,700
Accrued Interest Receivable 869,894. 800,481
Prepaid Items & Other Assets 80,081. 218 294.
TOTAL ASSETS 82,601,263 71 664,604
LIABILITIES
1976 1975
Demand Deposits 20,103,520. 17,634,483
Savings Deposits 14,500,863. 1?,173,656












Accrued Taxes & Other Liabilities





















TOTAL LIABILITIES, CAPITAL DEBENTURE
RESERVE & CAPITAL 82,601 263 71.664.604
EMPLOYEES
Main Office,



























Hodge, Linda Downtown Branch,
fifth Houston, Marilyn At Peeler
Humphreys, Vicki Barnett, Sondra
Lawson, Emma Dean Dick, Willie
Lossner, Jeanie Hale, Patsy
Lovins, Denecia Latimer, Patricia
McCord, Donna • Mathis, Jo ,
McGinnis, Marilyn Wilkerson, Frances
Miller, Shirley
Morris, Paula
Moss, Frances
Nance, Becky
Neale, Patsy
Nesbitt, Patricia
Parks, Carolyn
Pritchett, Becky
Rogers, Barbara
Rogers, James
Sanders, Mary Warren
Sims, Carol
Srnotherman, Judy
Stokes, Jane
Stubbklield, Dortha
Swift, Melody
Teague, Deborah
Thompson, Frances
Wicker, Sue
Wilson, Evelyn
Young, June
University Branch
North Twelfth 
Covey, Martha
Hunt, Linda
Jackson, Ethel
Morgan, Calton
Parks, Isabel
Paschall, Judy
Perry, Fred
Speight, Sonja
West, Sadie
Wisehart, Anita
• It
4
1
